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Briefs
Weather
Partly yucky:
Tuesday, partly cloudy.
High around 60. Northwest
winds around 10 mph. Tuesday night, clear and cold
with scattered frost. Low In
the mid 30s. Wednesday,
partly cloudy. High In the
upper 60s.

On campus
Meeting today:
The People for Racial Justice Committee will meet
today In the Taft Room of
the Union from 10 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. All are welcome
to attend.
Speech and Hearing
Clinic offer screenings:
The University's Speech
and Hearing Clinic will be
offering free speech and
hearing screenings from 9
a.m. to 12 p.m. and from 1:30
to 4:30 p.m. Friday in 338
South Hall.
The screenings, which
test whether a person has a
speech or hearing difficulty,
will be administered by
graduate students under the
supervision of licensed faculty and staff.
Appointments can be
made by calling the clinic at
372-2515.

Outside campus
Wood County man indicted for sexual contact
with minor:
A man who is already in
jail was sentenced late last
week for two additional
crimes he was indicted for
that involved a minor.
John Blunk II, of the Wood
County Justice Center, was
sentenced to 60 extra days
by the Wood County Juvenile Court for having two incidents of sexual contact
with the same minor he was
originally sent to jail for
corrupting.
The subsequent counts
were third degree misdemeanors and he will serve
the extra time consecutively
with his earlier conviction.
He was sentenced to 18
months In jail for that
offense.
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Yeltsin defeats hard-liners
byAlanCooperman
Associated Press
MOSCOW - Army tanks
blasted holes in the parliament
building just after dawn yesterday and commandos stormed inside through smoke and
flames to crush an armed challenge by hard-liners opposed
to President Boris Yeltsin.
Hundreds surrendered, but
sporadic gunfire persisted
after sundown.
The hard-liners' leaders Vice President Alexander
Rutskoi and parliament
speaker Ruslan Khasbulatov were in custody, Yeltsin aide
Dmitri Rurikov told CNN.
What appeared to be a crucial victory for Yeltsin in the
fight for political control in
Russia came with a high price.
Soldiers piled dozens of bodies
outside the building after the
nearly 10-hour battle, which
climaxed the worst political
violence in Moscow since the
1917 Bolshevik Revolution.
Hundreds of lawmakers and
supporters, hands on their
heads, filed out of the burning
building and were ushered by
troops onto waiting buses in
late afternoon. Gunfire erupted several times during the
surrender, scattering crowds
of onlookers outside the white
marble building known as the
Russian White House.
After nightfall, snipers
periodically shot glowing Hard-line defenders of the White House are being frisked by Russian
army soldiers after they surrendered outside the parliament In MosSee Moscow, page three, cow, Monday. More than 300 hard-line lawmakers surrendered after

Summer fee increase approved
Minor revisions affect tuition, general fees during summer session
by Courtney Gangeml
administration reporter
The University Board of Trustees approved a recommendation Friday to increase tuition fees for the summer 1994
session.
The central administration's proposal
called for the fee to be increased by $8
for each credit hour.
"The Increase is the smallest in the
past three years," Tom Noe, a trustee,
said
As a result of the approved recom-

mendation, students attending summer
classes will now pay $152 per credit hour,
up $7 from last summer. In addition, students will pay a $20 general fee, an increase of $1 from last summer.
With the increased fees, students will
pay $516 for a three-hour course, and
$1,032 for six hours of course credit.
Summer fees are handled in a different
manner than in the fall and spring semesters because students usually do not take
as many courses as they would during
the rest of the year, according to Clifton
Boutelle, director of public relations.
Students enrolled for summer quarter

are only required to take 10 or more
hours in the spring to be considered fulltime students, when in fall and spring,
they have to take at least 12 credit hours.
Fees for the summer session are
usually set In October to be included in
the 1994 materials, which will be printed
and distributed in the next several
weeks, Boutelle said.
In other business, the trustees recognized Lee Meserve, a professor of biological sciences, honoring him with the
Distinguished Teaching Professor Award.
University President Paul Olscamp

presented Meserve with the award.
"Nobody deserves it more," Olscamp
said.
The award honors professors for their
dedication to the University and to teaching.
Olscamp also announced an idea to
open the University to the entire community one day next fall.
"We hope to get a large number of people to come see us, and not just prospective students," Olscamp said.
Olscamp is currently working on the
See Trust co, page three.

Kaptur speaks
against NAFTA

Nice to see where our tax
dollars go:
COLUMBUS-A police
supervisor and several
other officers are under investigation for spending too
much time at a doughnut
shop.
Police Cmdr. Nick Panzera said Sgt. Arthur Malloy, 69, Is being Investigated
for gathering at a local
doughnut shop with three or
four officers during the 11
p.m.-7 a.m. shift he supervises. Three one-hour meetings were held within two
weeks, Panzera said.
"We had more officers
over there than we did in
headquarters at times,"
Panzera said.
He said officers on that
shift are entitled to a
30-minute meal break but
said the problem "is not the
fact he was there too long.
The problem was he was not
supervising as he should
have been."
Among those who gathered were officers who had
called In sick or injured, he
said.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

a full-scale assault on the building by tanks and special army units
loyal to Russian President Boris Yeltsin.

by Snarl L. Veleba
courts reporter

U.S. Rep. Marcy Kaptur, a Democrat representing Ohio's Ninth District, speaks at St. Mark's Lutheran
Church Monday night During her presentation, Kaptur attacked the North American Free Trade
Agreement.

Congress woman Marcy Kaptur criticized President BUI
Clinton's stance on the North
American Free Trade Agreement Monday night during a
"town meeting" at a local
church.
Kaptur, D-Toledo, the Ninth
District representative, spoke
mostly about
NAFTA during the two-hour meeting that
also had a question and answer
period in the fellowship hall of
St. Mark's Lutheran Church,
315 S. College St.
A vocal opponent of NAFTA,
she said the proposed agreement for free trade with Mexico and Canada falls short because the president has little
trading experience.
"I have come to the conclusion that most governors don't
know much about trade law,"
she said. "I don't think Arkansas is that big a trading state."
She also criticized the
agreement with Mexico be-

cause she said it is not a fully
democratic country.
"They do not have the same
system of rights in Mexico,"
she said.
Kaptur also said she is afraid
the agreement will cost the
U.S. manufacturing jobs. She
said during a fact-finding trip
to Mexico she saw firsthand
factories that had already
moved their operations there.
"You can go down the street
and sec one after the other,"
she said. "Delco, Trico, GM... I
almost felt as though I was on a
movie set." One audience
member said NAFTA would
reduce the U.S. to being a "seller of goods that are made
elsewhere."
Pat Whitman, a Bowling
Green resident, said he believes the proposed trade
agreement may be good for
business, but not necessarily
good for individuals.
"It's good for business, so it's
being sold as though it would
See Kaptur, page three.
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Russian unrest
part of reforms
It was inevitable.
The massive conflict in Moscow is part of the
growing pains with which Russians will have to deal
in the name of reform - especially when some of the
privileged of the older generation don't see much of
a need for change.
And as Yeltsin made his boldest reform yet by dissolving the mostly Communist parliament, he also
caused the most violent political upheaval his country has seen since the Bolshevik Revolution 76 years
ago.
Unfortunately, Yeltsin had no choice.
Communism has been unravelling for years, and
the momentum cannot be stopped. Whether communism is a valid system of government is not the real
issue - what the general public wants is. And enough
people have fought communism, especially in recent
years, to cause its rapid decline.
Instead of letting the country hang in limbo, Yeltsin has decided to take the offensive in reforming
Russia. Whether his decision was popular, it was a
step in the right direction if Russia is really to open
up to democracy.
The price for such reforms is high -- death, destruction and despair. People attempt to continue
leading normal lives, but are unsuccessful. They are
shot at as they attempt to go to work, their children
run across the streets as tanks roll toward them some people have even turned the whole affair into
a spectator sport, collecting souvenir bullets and lining the streets to watch the violence.
But with Yeltsin's decisiveness and quick actions,
the unrest should soon be squelched and some state
of normalcy restored. The Russian leader's unshakable faith in his plans, which is also shared by
President Clinton, will hopefully minimize the unavoidable disaster as much as possible.
As legislators barricade themselves inside the parliament building and protesting hard-liners confront
army tanks, the foundation for peace is being laid
down, hard as it is to believe now. Things must get
worse before they can get better, and any resident of
Moscow can verify that the situation is becoming
worse every day.
To truly make reforms and changes is to scrap almost everything known and start anew - a simultaneously frightening and exciting proposition that is
inevitably met with strong resistance and a violent
struggle.
Yeltsin has shown he has the bravery to lead his
people in new directions, if they let him. One can
only hope that the violence and bloodshed in Moscow
today will result in a better Russian society
tomorrow.
The Bg News Staff
Photo Editor Teresa Thomas
Insider M.E. Dorian Halkovich
Insider Photographer Ross Weitzner
Special Projects Editor Michael Zawacki
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Crime knows no boundries
In Washington D.C. last month,
a 21-year-old college student was
sitting in a doughnut shop, taking
a break from the rigors of college
life. A stranger approached him
and asked if he could borrow a
pen. The student obliged and was
troubled when the person walked
off with the pen. He asked the
person to return the pen, as it had
sentimental value. As a result of
the ensuing argument, the
stranger pulled out a gun and
proceeded to put 14 bullets Into
the student.
Larry Demery. of North Carolina, has a police record that
started when he turned sixteen.
(Sixteen meets the state's "adult"
requirement, therefore any
crimes committed before the age
of sixteen are sealed and held
confidential). Demery's record
includes two breaking and enterings, armed robery, assault with
a deadly weapon, forgery and
larceny. Demery had also been
indicted for smashing a cinder
block over the head of a 61-yearold women from whom he stole
cash and property.
Daniel Green, of South Carolina, attacked a fellow student
when he was fifteen. He struck
the student in the head with an
axe, a crime which the state saw
as eligible for trial as an adult.
Green was convicted and was
sentenced to six years, of which
he spent only two, before he was
parolled.
Have you picked up on the
names of Demery and Green?
They are both in custody for allegedly murdering James Jordan, the father of Michael Jordan.
The irony; if both of these
criminals had not been released
early for their prior offenses,
neither would have been free to
murder James Jordan on the side
of a highway in the twilight of a
North Carolina morning.
This, unfortunately, is the society we live in today. It is rare to
go through a day without being
confronted by the violence that
has seemingly engulfed our lives.
Tourists are being shot in Flor-

Norm VanNess
weekly columnist
Ida, some of them without even
being robbed. Estimates show
that nearly 300,000 kids take
guns to school each day, and statistics point out that teens are
two and a half times more likely
to be victims of violent crime
than are people over the age of
20.
This begs two obvious questions. One being why is this happening, and two being how do we
stop it?
Why violent crime is so out of
hand is a topic of great debate.
Some common reasons given are
poverty, institutionalized racism,
and lack of morality. I argue that
only the lack of morals can be
seen as a legitimate reason, and
here is why.
Poverty is not a pre-cursor for
crime. During the great depression, poverty was higher than it
has ever been at any time in our
nation's history. Violent crime,
however, has long since exceeded the levels seen during the
depression. To say that poverty
results in violent crime is to ignore the facts.
Some in the Civil Rights hierarchy claim that institutionalized
racism is the cause of the rise of
violent crime rates in minority
groups. This too would be false.
Civil rights organizations often
attempt to place the blame on the
shoulders of our "racist, Eurocentric government." To rest this
argument, I quote Walter Williams, who is a black professor
and syndicated columnist. He
said that violent crime among
minorities, as well as illegitimacy and dropout rates in inner
cities "are all devastating problems, but they are not civil rights

problems. Solutions will prove
elusive if they're viewed as such.
Indeed, if all white people became morally rejuvenated
tomorrow, it would mean absolutely nothing for blacks who live
under the pathological conditions
seen in many inner cities."
I agree totally. If all racism
ceased to exist tomorrow, innercity residents would still face the
horrible conditions they face today. Blaming society Is to miss
the entire point.
Violent crimes are up because
the criminals that are involved in
them do not have respect for human life. This lack of respect
stems from many things, but
poverty and racism are not sole
reasons.
We have failed to teach these
people, as children, that life is
above all other things. That to kill
another person is just wrong, and
to steal from others is not right.
These people just dont care.
I'm positive that some that are
reading this are thinking "Hey,
Van Ness, you're advocating
teaching religion," and, yes, in a
way, I am.
What is so wrong with teaching
children "Thou shall not steal"
and "Thou shall not Mil?" You
don't even have to attach God to
it in any way, yet some In the
"separation" crowd would still
argue that it abridges the separation of church and state. God forbid we teach them such filth.
Instead we are asked to excuse
violent criminals for their actions.
For example, during the L.A.
riots, civil rights leaders, including Jesse Jackson and Maxine
Waters, said that when we see

video of rioting we should "Understand their rage" when
watching the random violence,
looting, and mayhem that engulfed the city.
In other words, we should forgive their actions because they
are venting their frustrations.
Typical liberal dung. They are
criminals committing crimes,
and nothing else.
We cannot solve the problem of
violent crime with money, nor
can we solve it with civil rights
legislation. It, unfortunatly. Is
much bigger than that.
Violent crime reaches across
all boundries, be they race, religion or gender. The answer to
solving it lies, not with any
government body; it lies in the
home.
Too many kids come from
single parent homes, or from
broken marriages. They are
taught their values by television
or through the music they listen
to, instead of their parents. They
see their parents doing drugs,
commiting crimes, beating their
mothers as well as their siblings.
What do we expect?
Violent crime is not a black
thing, nor is It white, Latino, or
Asian-American. It affects
everyone, and spares no one.
Parents, quite simply, are to
blame. They, in too many instances, have failed to teach thier
kids what is right and what is
wrong. They have not taught
them discipline, nor have they
given them self esteem, all of
which are necessary to make it in
life.
Family values gets more eyes
rolling than probably any other
subject, yet we can no longer afford to ignore its Importance. We
have to teach our children ourselves what is right and wrong,
and not rely on the schools to do
it for us. That is not what schools
are for anyway. Too many children are dying, and too many
people are looking the other way.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The BG News:
Last Tuesday the ABC television network premiered it's new
series, NYPD Blue. The series is
the brainchild of Steven Bochco
who also gave us Hill Street
Blues and L.A. Law, so It's no
surprise that NYPD Blue has
been hailed by critics from coast
to coast as one of the most intelligent and innovative new programs of the season.
What was a surprise for many
in Bowling Green and Toledo was
tuning in at 10:00 p.m. that night
to watch it, and not being able to
find it.
Here's what happened: Christian religious fanatics were told
by their handlers that NYPD
Blue was inappropiate viewing
fare. I shall leave it to them to
expain why. The point is they
went from not wanting to watch
it themselves to not wanting

anyone to watch it, and through
one of their organized letterwriting campaigns they bullied
the ABC affiliate in Toledo,
channel 24, until it buckled under
their tyranny and did not broadcast the program.
Can you believe this?
While we, the normal, ordinary, unorganized, non-letter writing citizens of the channel 24
viewing area snoozed, the religious fanatics were busy little
beavers, writing their letters just
as they had been told to do, trying to make sure nobody could
watch the program.
It's important to emphasize
that these preposterous people
have done this without ever
having seen the program.
Such a state of affairs Is outrageous and completely unacceptable.
I refuse to believe anything

like a majority of the citizens of
the channel 24 viewing area feel
that if they dont care to watch a
television program, nobody else
should be permitted to do so. If
people were allowed to watch
only what I approve of, they
wouldn't know what hit them.
Ironically, this has happened at
the perfect time. Because of the
recent regulatory changes in the
cable industry. Wood Cable TV is
in the process of negotiating with
various networks and area TV
stations In order to bring their
signals to Wood County, and into
our homes.
Personally, and as a long-time
Wood Cable subscriber, I would
be content to have no ABC affiliate rather than pay Toledo's
channel 24, the censorship
station, a penny.
It's fairly clear that we ordinary people do have a course of

action here, namely, a letterwriting and phone call campaign
of our own. Please consider giving a call or dropping a line to
Wood Cable TV. Let them know
that you do not wish to leave this
decision to religious fanatics or
anyone else. Ask them to withhold our business from channel
24 at 1-535-0024 or write them at
WNWTV, 300 S. Byrne Road,
Toledo 43615.
It is entirely possible that if
enough of us speak up, we may
right this outragous wrong.
Caroline March

CORRECTIONS
In Friday's edition of The News,
the story "Environmental Action
Group Sponsers Run" credits information to Amy Cromly which
should be accredited to Amy
Kover. Also, Jason Kielske's
name was misspelled
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BG, Canadian sister Meserve
city explore plans
for athletic festival
by Courtney Gangeml
administration reporter

by Joe Peliter
police reporter
They've won a World Series.
They've claimed more than a few
Stanley Cups. They've even won
a gold medal in curling.
Now - how good are their lawn
bowlers?
That's the question Bowling
Green will pose to its Canadian
sister city in August 1994 when
the two cities square off in their
first athletic festival, the Friendship Games.
In addition to lawn bowling,
residents of Bowling Green and
St. Thomas, Ontario will play
each other in soccer, baseball
and flying disc golf.
Athletes will be able to play in
youth, adult, mature adult and
disabled categories.
The first Friendship Games
will take place in St. Thomas. The
1995 games will be in Bowling
Green.
According to Parks and Recreation Director Robert Callecod,
many sister cities participate in
such festivals.
St. Thomas and Bowling Green
signed a sister-city agreement
last year.
Callecod said the purpose of
the games is to bring the two
countries closer.
"We want to promote a better
relationship between the two
countries," Callecod said.
Callecod said he attended an
international Friendship Games
conference this past weekend.
"I had an opportunity to meet
with cities who have been in the
friendship games business for
over 30 years," Callecod said.
Callecod said the games
usually boost tourism in the hosting city. He also said after the
events become established, they
draw large crowds.
According to Callecod the
games are not very competitive.
"Often times they play a game

that goes two out of three games
and by the third game the athletes have switched teams," Callecod said.
In other business, the council

"We want to promote
a better relationship
between the two
countries. I had an
opportunity to meet
with cities who have
been in the friendship
games business for over
30 years."
Robert Callecod, Director
of Bowling Green Parks
and Recreation
members introduced a resolution
supporting a yes vote on a statewide referendum on the November ballot. Ballot Issue One
would increase funding for state
parks.
During the meeting, Municipal
Administrator Colleen Smith said
the city is collecting fallen walnuts from residents. The state
will plant the walnuts and use the
trees in Ohio Department of Natural Resources projects.
Residents can drop off their
walnuts at the city services garage, SIS E. Poe Rd.
"You can drop them [the nuts]
off with or without the hulls,"
Smith said. "We dont care."
Public Works Director Bill
Blair told the city council
someone stole a street sign on the
corner of Conneaut Avenue and
Monroe Court.
According to Public Works Director Bill Blair, someone pulled
the entire pole out of the ground
and laid it beside the road Friday
night. On Saturday night
someone removed the signs from
the pole.

Trustees
Bettcher Industries is one of
the fastest growinp companies in
development of this idea with Northwest Ohio, Barber said.
Philip Mason, vice president for
Emest Champion presented an
update on cultural diversity to
university relations.
The trustees decided to name the trustees, as part of a quiet
the seminar room at Firelands revolution that has been taking
College in the honor of Bettcher place in universities across the
Industries.
nation, according to Champion.
A class in Ethnic Studies was
Larry Bettcher has made contributions to the University that added to the core curriculum of
far exceed any donation of the University, and is presently
money, according to Lester Bar- in its third year.
"The cultural diversity curricber, executive assistant to the
ulum at the [University] has
president.
The trustees approved the received regional and national
naming of the room because they recognition," Champion said.
agreed that Bettcher was well "The University is constantly
deserving of the award and asked to help other institutions to
thought he was an outstanding plan their own curriculum and
citizen of the area.
advise them on strategies."
Continued from page one.
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receives award

trustees said.

Meserve said he loves to teach.
"[The award] really is an
honor. If it's possible, I feel
A long-time professor of biolo- humble and proud at the same
gy received the Distinguished time," he said.
Teaching Professor Award from
Meserve described his teachthe University
ing goal as trying to explain subBoard of
ject matter to students with varTrustees Friied backgrounds and have them
day.
actually learn, not merely meLee Meserve,
morize the material.
professor of
Meserve is the fifth recipient
biological sciof the Distinguished Teaching
ences, has
Professor Appointment, since it
earned his repbegan in 1989. It is one of the
utation among
highest honors at the University,
students for
Meserve recognizing outstanding permaking the
formance in the classroom, acextra efforts to explain concepts cording to Lester Barber, execuand ideas, according to the tive assistant to University
trustees.
President Paul Olscamp.
He spends much of his time
Recipients are recommended
working with additional student by a committee made up of their
science organizations and advis- peers, he said.
ing students enrolled in the premedicine, pre-dentistry and pre"Dr. Meserve has been an insveterinary programs, the piration to many students," said

Eloise Clark, vice president for
academic affairs. "Students
praise him for his skill in teaching in the classroom and they are
just as enthusiastic concerning
the dedication he demonstrates
outside the classroom."
Meserve joined the University
faculty in 1973. He is the former
recipient of the Hollis A Moore
Award for service to the University, and he also received the
Master Teacher Award in 1992.
"Meserve has been a member
of the faculty for 20 years, and
has demonstrated his devotion to
students in the classroom," University President Paul Olscamp
said.
Nobody deserved the award
more, Olscamp said.
The award is presented to an
individual already holding the
rank of professor, and "frequently there are individuals who do a
lot of teaching, and have dedication, but don't [have the professor rank,]" Meserve said.

"There are certainly many
others who give their heart and
soul to their profession," he said.
"I am happy to say there are
many within my own department."
Meserve is an active participant in the University governance and has served on a number of committees at the departmental, collegiate and University
levels.
He has also published many
book chapters, journal articles
and abstracts and has obtained
thousands of dollars in grant
monies for research projects.
He has served as editor of "The
Ohio Journal of Science," the
official publication of the Ohio
Academy of Science, and is also a
member of the American Society
of Zoologists, the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, the American Institue of
Biological Sciences and the Gerontological Society of America.

Students share views on racism
by Ginger Phillips
human diversity reporter
In an effort to help reduce racism through
education, the Racism Reduction Center
hosted Campus Expressions.
The night began when members of the Racism Reduction Center shared their views
and life experiences with the audience.
Center member Brad Rhoades, a Caucasian, spoke of the time when he experienced
problems with racial remarks from other
Caucasians.
Rhoades said this past summer he went
with a friend to her home in the country for a
family picnic. He said he was having a good
time, but was suddenly surprised and unprepared when a 15-year-old boy remarked
about how he was wearing his baseball hat
backwards.
Rhoades said the boy said, "Hey, you know
you got your hat on blackwards? Why don't
you turn it on the white way?"
Rhoades said he was upset but tried not to
let the remark bother him because he did not
want to cause problems at a family picnic.
However, later on the boy's parents made
the same remark about the way Rhoades was

wearing his hat.
"I just couldn't deal with it," Rhoades said.
Center member, Matthew Boaz, an African American, told the audience of the time
when he was 16 years old. Boaz said he always felt safe wherever he went, until one
night he and two friends - one guy and one
girl who were both Caucasian - went to a
quarry to hang out.
At the quarry there were a lot of white
kids, but Boaz, who had grown up in a mostly
all-white community, thought nothing of it.
He said some of these kids came over and
started a fight, pouring beer over him.
Boaz said they asked him,"What are you
doing here boy?" Boaz said he told them he
was not their "boy."
Boaz said they then said, "Fine, what are
you doing here nigger?"
After Boaz told them he was not a "nigger"
and his friend ran back to the car, the troublemakers knocked him down, kicking him
in the face and the stomach.
Boaz said people were walking by the
scene but no one stopped to help. He said
they were saying,"Look we're beating the
nigger tonight, just like the old days."
When Boaz was finally able to make it
back to the car and was taken to the emer-

Moscow

Kaptur

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

tracer bullets from the White
House and neighboring buildings, indicating some parliament
supporters were holding out.
Vladimir Polyakov, spokesman
for Yeltsin's chief of staff Sergei
Filatov, said hard-line lawmakers
themselves had capitulated.
As convoys of tanks and other
army vehicles moved into the
area after dark, fire raged along
much of an upper floor of the
shattered parliament building.
Orange flames flared from
windows elsewhere in the
19-story structure.
The government's assault
came in response to Sunday's violent attempt by the hard-liners to
seize some government buildings
and topple Yeltsin. The sides
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have been at bitter odds since
Yeltsin ordered parliament dissolved two weeks ago and set
early elections for December.
Leaders of parliament had barricaded themselves in the White
House with armed supporters,
challenging Yeltsin's effort to establish himself as the supreme
authority in restructuring Russia. The parliament, which was
elected before the Soviet collapse and was dominated by
Communists, tried to hinder his
reforms.
The army's assault opened
about 7 a.m., flames spitting
from the barrels of T-72 tanks as
they pounded the White House.
Papers fluttered from the shattered windows, followed by
heavy black smoke. Machine
guns blasted from a neighboring
hotel and apartment house.

gency room, he experienced racism for the
second time that night.
Boaz said at the hospital they asked him if
he had insurance. Even though he was in serious need of medical attention the hospital
turned him away, because of his race, Boaz
said. So Boaz said he called the police to file
a report.
"They said they didn't have anyone available," Boaz said.
The Racism Reduction Center and its audience also discussed definitions of racism
and possible solutions to bow the individual
can help end racism. Some of the solutions
formed at the end of the night inluded the
following:
□ Learn to be sensitive to others.
O Challenge racist remarks and question
them.
O Learn about other cultures by attending
meetings such as those hosted by the Racism
Reduction Center.
O Be more open-minded to other ways of
thinking and cultures.

be good for us," he said.
Kaptur said she thinks when
most members of Congress go to
Mexico, they forego rural areas
and opt for tourist sites such as
Acapulco.
She questioned whether the
president had been to the country
and said her staff has been
researching for months to find
out if Clinton has ever visited
Mexico.
With no invitation to the White
House to discuss her position on
the issue, Kaptur said she has not
been lobbied by the administration to change her vote on the
proposed agreement.
"I think they know where I
stand now," she said. "I don't
think they know what to do with
me."
Kaptur also commented on
Clinton's health care proposal

but said she is not a member of
the legislative committees that
would shape it.
However, she and a group from
Northwest Ohio recently met
with Hillary Clinton for two
hours to discuss health care.
Kaptur encouraged citizens to
write to Congress members
about that and other issues.
Other topics addressed at the
meeting included education, law
enforcement and the redrawing
of Kaptur's district, which she
reminded the group were all
local or state-controlled issues.
Along with NAFTA and health
care, other legislation Kaptur
said would be coming before
Congress by Thanksgiving include a campaign reform package which she said would make
politics more open to people "so
you dont have to be a millionaire
to run for office," and a crime
control initiative.

Pisanello's Pizza
No one sells better Pizza for less!

Fast Free Delivery ■» 352-5166
Bowling Green's fTIOST award winning pizza including
several "Best Pizza" and Friday magazines highest rating
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Soccer team drops heartbreaker
by Kyle Goodwin
sports writer
Accidents will happen, and,
when they happen in sports, they
usually cost a team the game.
This was the case Sunday as
Bowling Green's varsity soccer
team dropped a heart breaker to
Marquette University 2-1 in the
final seconds. The loss ended
BG's 13-game home winning
streak dating back to 1991.
Adverse weather conditions
throughout the entire game made
play difficult for both teams. A
strong north-east wind blew diagonally across the field providing for a strong advantage to the
team defending the south goal.
Marquette won the coin-toss
and elected to defend the north
goal, giving the Falcons the wind
at their backs in the first half.
Head coach Mel Mahler stated
that his team would have chosen
the same situation if BG would
have won the toss.
Bowling Green owned the better part of the first half with
good movement and passing,
along with Marquette's trouble
adjusting to the wind.

like running uphill," Mahler said.
"The whole second half Marquette used the wind to their advantage, especially on throw-ins.
They had a guy who could throw
the ball into the goal mouth, and
this would cause some trouble
for our defenders."
In the second half, Marquette
tied the score when a MU forward followed up a rebound of a
previous shot. It was a scramble
for the loose ball in the penalty
box and the MU player beat BG
goalkeeper Dan Traver to the
ball and scored the tying goal.
On the play, Traver collided
with the goal-scorer and strained
ligaments in his left knee. Traver
left the field to be attended to but
later returned. He is questionable for Wednesday's game
against Detroit-Mercy.

BG was forced to play a lot of
defense in the second half because the ball was not cleared as
far, or as well, as normal. This
contributed to more fatigue and
consequently less attack than
normal for the Falcons.
"When you play defense for so
long it's tiring," Mahler said.
"Because of the fatigue factor,
we could not support the attack
The Falcons got on the score- of our front-line players."
Mahler stated that his players
board first when freshman Steve
Klein scored at the 41:20 mark. never gave up but they did get
The assists on the play were be- frustrated and lost their compocause of great build up and pass- sure a few times.
"It gets discouraging to play
ing by Brian Ferguson and Ryan
McCue leading to Klein's third hard and have things go wrong,"
he said. "I do not fault the
goal of the season.
The second half was a little players. The wind was physically
discouraging for the Falcons. BG tiring, but I'm not faulting the
played well but became physical- weather conditions. We just
ly fatigued by the strong wind at needed a chance to regroup and
overtime would have been that
their f act-.
"The wind [in the second] was time to calm down and regain

Bowling Green sophomore forward Tim Concannon heads a ball during the Falcons 2-1 loss to Marquette on Sunday. The defeat ended the Falcons 13-game home winning streak.

Women's golf takes sixth
by Brian Mart
sports writer
The Bowling Green women's
golf team is in high spirits following a successful weekend at the
Northern Illinois University Invitational.
The Falcons used a strong
opening day performance Saturday to propel themselves to a
three round total of 1,066
(343-361-362), and a sixth place
finish in the 17 team field. Iowa
St. won the invitational with a
three day total of 948.

longer course than we are used to
playing."
Junior captain Jodi Ricker led
Second-year coach Todd Brunsink was happy to see the girls the Falcons with a 253 (82-83-88),
get off to a good start.
followed closely by freshman
Gina Kiel who shot a 254
"I was disappointed with the (85-84-85). Sophomores Susan
last two days until I saw the Brenner and Stacey Lavelle, and
freshman Shawna Weaver,
overall scores," Brunsink said.
checked in with scores of 281,
The coach attributed part of 291, and 282 respectively. Ricker
the drop-off to the weather fac- is the only team member with
prior tournament experience.
tor.
"I am pleased with the prog"The conditions were tough" ress we've shown, this team is
Brunsink said. "The first day was handling things well," said Brunnice, but then it became windy, sink. "They are learning things
which hurt us because this was a like course management, which
is important for the younger girls
to learn as freshmen and sophomores."
The womens' team will try to
continue their good play when
they host the Lady Falcon Invitational at Forrest Creason Golf
Course this upcoming weekend.
The mens' team, idle last
weekend, will travel to Michigan
for the Northern Intercollegiate
Invitational.

Freshmen guide tennis
to second place finish
by Martin Fuller
sports writer
The BG men's tennis team
seemed to find the fountain of
youth in Ypsilanti, Mich this
weekend.
Age and experience took a
back seat to youth as freshmen
Jan Halama and Joel Terman led
the squad to a second place finish
at the Eastern Michigan University Invitational.
Halama, playing in his first
tournament as a Falcon, won at
No. 2 singles. He defeated Les
Smith of Western Michigan 6-1,
6-1, in the final match Halama,
teamed with another freshmen,
Seth Dimling, also went to the
finals at No. 3 doubles before losing to the team of Turner/Underwood from Evansville.
The display of youth continued
into the final match at No. 5 singles, where freshman Joel Terman won his first tournament as
a collegiate player.
Terman bested Kevin Koblela
from Western Michigan 6-5, 6-3,
in the finals.
Halama and Terman weren't
the only ones to win their finals.
Senior Jeff Westmeyer and
sophomore Mark Clochetto
teamed together to win at No. 2
doubles. Westmeyer and Cioche-
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composure and' control of the
game."
Unfortunately, the game took a
shift in direction for the worse
for the Falcons. With only 19 seconds remaining, Marquette had
another long throw-in that
caused some chaos in the BG
penalty box.
A BG defender, trying desperately to clear the ball from the
face of his goal, inadvertently
kicked the ball off the side of his
foot and into the goal for the deciding goal. In the scorebook, the
goal Is scored as an "own-goal."
No individual gets credit for the
mistake by the defense.
"It's heart-breaking to lose like
that," Mahler said. "It would be
like losing on a half-court shot at
the buzzer."
Amidst the fluke goal and
eventual win, Mahler gave Marquette great praise.
"I give Marquette all the credit
in the world," he said. "They
played two road games in three
days and they came out with a 2-1
win and a 1-1 tie over the University of Dayton.
For them to be on the road for
three days and come away with
the results they did is a tribute to
their team."
BG, No. 8 in the Great Lakes
region, will try to get back in the
win column on Wednesday as
they travel to Detroit-Mercy
(6-2-1), No. 9 in the Great Lakes
region, at 4 p.m.
The big game of the season will
be Sunday against Indiana University at 2 p.m. at Mickey Cochrane Field. Last year, BG
defeated IU 2-1 at Bloomington,
Ind. IU is ranked No. 1 in the
Great Lakes region and No. 4 in
the nation.

! CAMPING!
OCT. 8-10

I Hocking Hills-Primitive Campsites S
Sign up in the UAO Office (330
University Union) by OCT. 6
$* *«oV

tto walked over their competition
without losing a single set in the
tournament.
Overall, the team finished second In a field of eight teams. The
Falcons were just points behind
tournament winner, Evansville.
Head coach Dave Morin,
seemed satisfied with the team's
performance and stressed the
great play of the underclassmen.
"One of the keys to the rest of
our season will be the development of our underclassmen,"
Morin said. "It Is important in
our early tournaments that, of
the teams that showed up from
.

, I.:.:.

the MAC, we are the best."
This week the team will be
preparing for the BGSU Keefe
Invitational, which will take
place this weekend at Bowling
Green's Keefe Courts. Morin
seems confident In a team victory and already has set specific
team goals.
"Our goal Is to win every
match this weekend," Morin said.
"We should play better, we have
some match experience under
our belts and the freshmen have
a little better idea of what to expect."

«

BG NEWS
SPORTS
Your source for complete coverage of
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Pheasant Room
Evening Specials
Monday Grilled Rock Shrimp
$5.25
Tuesday 8oz. Steak Special
$6.50
Wednesday - All You Can Eat
$4.25
Spaghetti & Garlic Bread
Thursday Mexican Night Ole'

Hours
11:30 -1:30 Lunch
5:00 - 7:00 Dinner
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1993 memory will last
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - For reasons that have little to
do with baseball, the Cleveland Indians will not
soon forget 1993.
"I think we have reason to be proud," said
manager Mike Hargrove, reflecting on a season
forever to be remembered for the spring training accident that killed two pitchers. "All the
prognosticators said the wheels were going to
fall off this club, and they didn't "
The Indians won 76 games, matching last
year's total despite the March 22 boat crash on
Florida's Little Lake Nellie that killed relievers
Steve Olin and Tim Crews and seriously injured
starter Bob Ojeda. Olin was the best relief
pitcher on the team, and Ojeda - who made an
emotional return to the rotation in August - was
to have been the No. 2 starter. Crews would have
worked in middle relief.
The season also could have been different if
No. 1 starter Charles Nagy and catcher Sandy
Alomar had been around. Both missed large
chunks of the year because of injuries.
Would have. Could have. They're phrases the
Indians fought to avoid all summer.
"The main thing is that we stayed mentally
positive," said left-hander Derek LiUlquist. "We

didn't let ourselves get into the position where
we had to use any of the circumstances as a
crutch."
With their pitching staff in disarray and the
tragedy still weighing heavily on them, the Indians started poorly, going 7-15 in April and
12-17 In May. But by June, they started to settle
down, and from June 1 until the end of the
season, they won three more games than they
lost.
Only a three-game sweep by the AL Westchampion Chicago White Sox in the final series
at Cleveland Stadium kept the Indians from bettering last year's record.
"It would have been nice, but 77 wins isn't going to win you any more pennants than 76 wins,"
Hargrove said. "I'm glad we at least equaled last
year's total. I think this club is better than last
year's. I think this club obviously had a lot more
headaches to overcome in winning 76 games
than last year's team. I think it bodes well for
the future."
It also bodes well that Albert Belle, Carlos
Baerga and Kenny Lofton are signed to longterm deals.
"We're going to have a great place to play,"
Thome said. "They've built the stadium. We
have young players. Hopefully we can bring a
pennant there."

TRIVIA QUESTION: Mark Lewis of the Cleveland Indians swlngi and misses during the final at-bat at
Cleveland Stadium. Lewis whiffed two pitches later making him the last batter ever, after 61 years.

Schilling gets nod Miami to test No. 1 Florida State
No. I Florida State matchup with
for Philadelphia
Miami could decide national title
APP>«

The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - In a mild
surprise, Philadelphia Phillies
manager Jim Fregosi chose Curt
Schilling to face Atlanta Braves'
Steve Avery in Wednesday
night's opener of the NL playoffs.
Fregosi had been expected to
start Tommy Greene because
Greene finished with a better record (16-4) and ERA (3.42), and
beat the Braves in his only start
against them this season. Schilling started four times against Atlanta, losing twice and was involved in two no-decisions, giving up 24 hits and 16 earned runs
in 211-3 innings.
On Monday, Fregosi declined
to discuss the merits of the two
right-handers, saying, "he has
done a great job. He's pitched
well and deserves to be the opening game pitcher."
Fregosi apparently made the
switch so Greene, who is 10-0 at
home this season, could work two
games in the best-of-7 series at
Veterans Stadium.
Schilling was 16-7 with a 4.02
ERA, seven complete games and
two shutouts. He won eight and
lost only once after the All-Star
break.
"It's something you dream
about your whole life," Schilling
said. "I'm probably a little nervous, but I'll be fine after strike
one. There Is no pressure yet.
Pressure is trying to strike out a
guy with the bases loaded.
"This will get Tommy Greene
two starts at home. That's one of
the reasons they've done it."
He said one of the keys to beating the Braves is keeping their
speedsters, Otis Nixon and Delon
Sanders, off the bases.
Avery has faced the Phillies
twice this season, losing to Terry
Mulholland Aug. 3 and beating
Schilling Sept. 26. He worked 13
innings, allowing 12 hits and five
earned runs.
"I pitched well against them
last time," Avery said. "I'm confident I can beat them."
The Phillies had a two-hour
workout Monday, while the
Braves rested.
"It Nixon or Sanders get on.

Be sure to get your
complimentary
Nacho Chips and
Special Tex-Mex
Salsa this week at
Towers Westl
.99 Margarita
Specials
(non-alcoholic)

that's a problem and we know
that," catcher Darren Daulton
said.
"We're six and six against
them, and it's good to know that
our offense has hit good against
the best pitching staff in baseball. We've got to play great fundamental baseball. If we do that,
I think we can win."
Atlanta outfielder Ron Gam,
who drove in 115 runs, recalled
that the last time the Braves
were at Philadelphia, they won
two of three games.
"We showed them something
there," he said. "I think it put
some fear in their hearts. The
Phillies know that we can play
with them."
Fregosi said Greene would
pitch the second game, followed
by Mulholland and Danny Jackson in Games 3 and 4. Atlanta
manager Bobby Cox said Greg
Maddux would work Game 2, followed by Tommy Glavine and
John Smoltz.
"This team has responded to
every challenge all year long and
I don't expect it to be any
different," Fregosi said. ' V.'^
have played them well ... I don't
see why anything should change.
The key for us to win is to catch
the ball."
Fregosi said the Braves were a
much better club with the addition of Maddux and Fred
McGriff.
"They were excellent before
the M&M boys arrived," Fregosi
said. "Now they're better."
Maddux (20-10) was signed
during the off-season as a free
agent from the Chicago Cubs,
and McGriff came in a trade with
the San Diego Padres July 18. He
hit 19 of his 37 home runs and
drove in 55 of his 101 runs after
joining the Braves. McGriff,
Gant, and David Justice and his
40 home runs and 120 RBIs terrorized NL pitchers.
The Phillies scored 877 runs,
led by Daulton and outfielder
Pete Incaviglia, each with 24
homers. Daulton drove in 105 and
Incaviglia 82.

The Associated Press

48-20 win over Stanford, and
Florida remained No. 5 after
Almost everyone agrees Flor- beating Mississippi State 38-24.
Ohio State moved up one spot
ida State is No. 1 heading into
Saturday's showdown against No. to No. 6 after routing North3 Miami.
western 51-3, while idle Nebraska fell one notch to No. 7.
Penn State rose one place to
After demolishing Georgia
Tech 51-0, Florida State fell one No. 8 by mauling Maryland 70-7,
vote short of being a unanimous and Michigan slipped one spot to
No. 1 in Sunday's Associated No. 9 after beating Iowa 24-7.
Rounding out the Top 10 was OkPress college football poll.
The Seminoles picked up three lahoma, which downed Iowa
more first-place votes than a State 24-7.
week ago, giving them 61 of 62
and 1,548 of a possible 1,550
Tennessee was 11th, followed
points in the media poll.
by Arizona, Washington, Texas
The other first-place vote went A&M, North Carolina, California,
to No. 2 Alabama, which beat Louisville, Virginia, BYU,
South Carolina 17-6 Saturday Colorado, Wisconsin, Auburn,
night. The defending national Syracuse, West Virginia and
champions received 1,473 points UCLA.
after extending the nation's
UCLA (2-2) broke into the Top
longest winning streak to 28.
25 for the first time this season
after beating San Diego State
Miami remained No. 3 after 52-13 Thursday.
defeating Georgia Southern 30-7.
North Carolina State (2-2), No.
The Hurricanes visit Florida 24 last week, dropped out of the
State Saturday, hoping to spoil poll after losing to Clemson
the Seminoles' title hopes for the 20-14. Syracuse (3-1-1) plunged
Third straight year.
10 spots after falling to Boston
Florida State quarterback Charlie Ward (17) scrambles past the
Notre Dame stayed No. 4 with a College 33-29.
Georgia Tech defenseman Freddie Coger for first down yardage.

Bionlc Bo Jackson set to
lead Chisox against Jays
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - Tim Raines has this vision, so
vivid that it almost becomes real when he
looks at the empty batting cage at Comiskey
Park.
"It's the seventh game, we're down by
three runs, in the bottom of the ninth inning,
the bases are loaded," Raines says, his eyes
widening in wonderment, "and Bo Jackson
steps up."
"The count is no bails and two strikes. The
pitcher throws a nasty forkball," he says,
turning his head to follow the flight of the

pitch from the mound to the plate.
"Bo digs it out of the dirt and hits it over
the center-field fence," he says, shaking his
head in amazement. "We win the game."
But Tim, was that in the playoffs or the
World Series?
"Oh, the playoffs," he says. "Then he does
it again in the World Series and we win the
whole thing."
Whether Bo was imagining the same thing
while the Chicago White Sox worked out
Monday was uncertain. He wasn't talking as
his team prepared for Game 1 of the AL
playoffs Tuesday night (8:12 p.m. EDT, CBS)
against the Toronto Blue Jays.

Jackson missed the entire 1992 season. He
came back this year with an artificial left hip
and played baseball again.
This week, Jackson, the first player to be
an All-Star in the NFL and the majors, hopes
to join Deion Sanders as athletes to play in
the postseason in both sports.
White Sox manager Gene Lamont has not
said how much Jackson will be used. Jackson
and George Bell split time as the designated
hitter but, with Frank Thomas nursing a sore
arm, Thomas might get the job early in the
series.
Jackson went ll-for-36 with three doubles
and three home runs in his last 11 games.-
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European Rock
Poster Sale
WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONEI COME SEE WHAT
WE'RE ALL ABOUT AT OUR OPEN
HOUSE!

Decorate Your Room With
the Latest Designs in
Rock Posters

Drop by the Community Suite
in the Union anytime between
9:00-10:00 P.M.
Thursday, Oct. 7, and
meet the members!
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Hargrove fires four coaches
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND -- Cleveland
Indians manager Mike Hargrove fired four of his coaches
Monday, retaining only thirdbase coach Jeff Newman and
first-base coach Dave Nelson.
Fired were hitting coach
Jose Morales, infield coach
Ron Clark, bullpen coach Dom
Chili and coaching assistant
Ken Hoick. Chili had also
served as Interim pitching
coach after Rick Adair was
fired late in the season.
None of the four was offered
another job in the Indians' organization.
"The guys that we let go ...

Jim Stamper, left, and Chas Getz hold signs expressing their sentiments before the start of the Cleveland Indians final game Sunday at Cleveland Stadium. The Indians dropped all three games of their
final homestand to the Chicago Whltesox.

did a very good job," Hargrove
said. "We felt that to really get
to where we want to take this
team, that we needed maybe a
different set of personalities. I
don't want to get Into the specific reasons. There were
different reasons for every one
of those guys.
"It was a very difficult decision. In some cases, those
guys were very good friends of
mine. It was not an easy thing
to do."
Bolek's position was eliminated, so. the Indians will be
hiring four coaches in the next
two weeks: pitching, hitting,
infield and bullpen.

Charlie Manuel, manager of
the Indians' Class AAA Charlotte affiliate, Is likely to replace
Morales as hitting coach Dyar
Miller, the Charlotte pitching
coach, is being considered for
that job with the Indians.
Brian Graham, manager at
Class AA Canton-Akron, may
move up to manage Charlotte,
said Indians general manager
John Hart.
"The prospects of Charlie
Manuel being here are pretty
good," Hargrove said. "Any
time we can fill these positions
from within our organization,
we're going to take every step
possible to do that."

Classifieds
The BC News
Attention Gerontology Majors:
Hear Kim Byrd speak about jobs in our field.
Tues. (XI 5. 5 30 urn. 205 Health Come-

CAMPUS EVENTS
' Attention Snow Skiers '
The Ski Team will have an
Into Meeting - Oct. 5
101 BA at 9PM.
This meeting is lor all level* ol racing. Any
questions? Call 354-5306.
'"NEVER AGAIN"'
Responsible Decisions about
Drinking and Dnving
MeeDng tonightl
9 15 pm in 102BA
Hope to see you there!
"■NEVER AGAIN "•
•BG University YMCA'
Come see what we're all about'
Meet the members in the Union Foyer
Oct. 4-8 or Tuesdays at 9 PM in 114BA.
•BG University YMCA*

SERVICES OFFERED
PREGNANT?
We can help. FREE S CONFDENTIAL pregnancy tests, support A information BG Preg
nancy Center Call 354 HOPE

Love and Roses to our New Members who
were initiated this past Sunday. We are all so
proud to call you our sistarsl

Royal Cleaning Service* 'or your home.
Thorough, reliable, expenenced & insured.
Fiee estimates 353-2006

AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT

SKYDIVE now. 10 minutes from BGSU Visa t
MasterCard accepted. Student group discounts SKYDIVE BG 352 5200

The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi wish to congratulate Noelle Mohr on doing an outstanding
job aa New Member Ed.
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT

PERSONALS
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT
Congratulations to Karen Pichler tor being
elected NMPC President and Tracey Susong
tor NMPC Secretary We are proud ol youlll
Alpha Love.
AOTT Sisters

■ Co-op Students'
Deadlines for Spring positions
are rapidly approaching!
YOU MUST COME IN •
sign up for the ones you
want to apply tor.
238 Ad. Building
• DO IT NOW!!-

•O.S.E.A.-O.S.E.A-

NOTICE" ELEMENTARY ED. METHODS
MEETING! All students who applied lor Spring,
94 El Ed Methods (EDCI350. 351. 352. 353.
355, 356) are eipecied 10 attend the meeting.
Tuesday. Oct. 12. 4:00 pm, 115 Education
Building. BE THERE!!

• BGSU Football'
Once again our team was great! Congrats on
the Homecoming victory!
The Greek Mart

•• WALT DISNEY WORLD "
is hiring for Spnng Semester
SUNDAY, OCT. 10th
6:00 pm, 1007BAA

PRACTICE YOUR ICE SKATING SKILLS
BGSU SKATING CLUB
EVERY TUESDAY AT 9:15PM
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME.
at,SO CHARGE.

Alpha Omicron Pi' Sigma Chi

BG PRO • BG PRO • BG PRO
PUBLIC RELATIONS ORGANIZATION
COME HEAR JULIE WELNIAK
DISCUSS CRISIS PR
WED. OCT. 6100 BA 7:30

ALPHA PHI- PI KAPPS- ALPHA PHI
The sisters of Alpha Phi would like to
thank the Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi felt* aweome Cook Out" Nothing like
a competitive game of Kick Ball!
ALPHA PHI- PI KAPPS- ALPHA PHI

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
October is domestic violence month. Peace
Coalition will begin a series focusing on domestic violence with a Aim tomorrow al 8 30pm
,it (>CF Cenier (Come' ol Ridge & Thursttn)

INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFICIALS
NEEDED Apply m 130 Field House by October 6. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY Ml h r
ING 5 - 6 pm Oct. 6. Must have enpenenoa.

INTERESTED IN ATHLETIC TRAINING?
If so, check out the
Student Athletic Trainers Alliance
Wednesday, Oct 6 9:00 pm
Room 257 Memorial Hal
ALL MAJORS WELCOME - FREE PIZZAI

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL - OCT. 12; MEN'S
BOWLING - 10/13; COED DOUBLES RACOUETBAU. - 10/14; MENS A WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY - 10720. ENTRCS DUE
BY 4:00 PM IN 130 FIELD HOUSE ON DUE
DATE.

Pt PHI • PI PHI • PI PHI • PI PHI
Pi Beta Phi congratulates Sister of the Week
tor September:
Julie Hren
Whitney Jones
Stephanie Strancar
Trisha Dodge
JenBoulis
Great job on all your extra work!
PI PHI • PI PHI • PI PHI • PI PHI
IRO'IRO-IRO-IRO-IRO
October 5, Tuesday at 900 pm m BA 104
("Business Opportunities In the former
USSR'-.) Com* learn how perestroika is benefittmg American corporations
IRO'IRO-IRO-IRO-IRO

Attention WBGU DJ'e
There will be a MANDATORY Staff Meeting on
Tuesday, ROctober 5rh in 121 West Hall. All
DJ trainees must be there! As always, il will be
worth your while.
SHARK YOU M MAN

Sigma Chi * Delta Gamma
The brothers of Sigma CN would ska to congratulate Michael Palm on his Isvalierlng to
Aimee Lily of Delta Gamma.
Sigma Chi • Delta Gamma

EMILYS.
Happy 21 st Birthday"'
The best is yet to Cornell

SPRING BREAK 7 Nights from (299
Includes: Air, Hotel, Transfers,
Parties and Morel
NASSAU' PARADISE ISLAND ■ CANCUN ■
JAMAICA-SAN JUAN
Organize a smaH group - Earn FREE trip
plus commissions!
1-600-GET-SUN-1
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
MEETING!
Oct. 6,9pm, Alumni Center

Fsshlon Merchandising Association
Meeting Wednesday, October 6
8:00 McFall Assembly Room
Everyone Welcome"
FMA FMA FMA

Alpha Omicron Pi * Sigma Chi
The sisters ol AOTT would kke to congratulate
Caren Nardecchi on her lavalienng to Sigma
Chi Tony Gerao Love and Roses from all of us
Caren baby.

OOK ODK OOK OOK OOK

Are you looking for a unique and creative gift
tor your little' I've got the answer In too hours
I can make you a fabric and lace covered
scrapbook. For information call Sherry at
25626

DZ*ZBT'DZ'ZBT
The sisters of Delta Zeta would like to congratulate Beth Myers on her recent pmnmg to Zeta
Beta Tau alum Tom Hughes We wish you tie
best'

MUST ATTEND TO INTERVIEW!
Ouesuona? X-2451, Co-op
•■ WALT DISNEY WORLD "

AMERICA'S »1
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
Tuesday. 9 00 pm.BA 112
U.A.A.
University Alumni Association
General Meeting
Wed. Oct. 6th
111 BA at 6:30 pm
For more into cad 2-6649
Bring a friend A find out morel
Freefoodll

There will be a meeting on
Wedneeday, October 6
st9 00ln10O0BA.

Kappa Delta
Sister of the Week
Kelly Adams
Wear* all to proud of
you1 Homecoming was a
great success because ot
your hard work and dedication
KD love, your sisters

•"GAMMA PHI BETA""
Congratulations on FIFTY YEARS! Here's to fifty morel
The Greek Man

These Are The Days!
Come make a Difference with,

OOK ODK OOK OOK OOK
Attention AH Omicron Delta Kappa members:

AOTT Alpha Omicron Pi AOTT

'BGCTM'
Take it/Make it Workshop
Oct. 6. 7 00 9 30 pm 140/133 LSC
Members Free! Non-members S3 00
Valuable Ideas A Activities

Attention O SEA members.
mere is a meeting TONIGHT i
9:00 p.m. 115 education.
AIL education majors
are welcome to attend,

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
The brothers ol ALPHA SIGMA PHI would like
to congratulate Scott Sprague and Amanda
Peterson on their recent Lavakenng
ALPHA SIGMA PM

WANTED

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
Lit' Stephanie Frani. LI'
You are the best any Big could ask for.
Welcome to the family!!
Love.
Big???

1 female roommate for Spring '94
Own room, vary doss to campus, tow rent.
Call 352-2736.

AlphaPhiAlphaPhiAlphaPhi

Attention Ledi*s...Fernale dancers
needed for October 8 4 9 CaH

KD Sarah Emily KD
Two short weeks
And you will see
Just how fun
Our match will bel
Love. Your Big

666-2506.

LAW SOCIETY
Speakers: Dr. Nicholson A Dr. Baxter
October 5th in room 100BA at 8 30 pm
RUSH GROUP 10 REUNION
OCT. 7 AT 6 PM- CAMPUS POLLE YE YES
RUSH GROUP 10 REUNION

NEEDED BASSIST AND SINGER
MALE or FEMALE for
ALTERNATIVE BAND
Leave Message 352-6527
Travel Free1 Sell quality vacations tor the most
reliable Spnng Break Compsnyl Cancun. ja
meica. S. Padre Island. Florida Bast commlssions/Mrvtoe. Call Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710.

It CRUISE A TRAVEL JOBS. EARN
(2500/MO > TRAVEL THE WORLD FREEI
(CARIBBEAN. EUROPE. HAWAII. ASIA!)
CRUISE LUES NOW HIRING FOR BUSY
HOLIDAY. SPRING A SUMMER SEASONS.
GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENTI CALL (gig)
929-3139
S700Avk cannery workers; 84000/mo. deckhands. Alaska fishing industry now hiring tor
next summer 11.000 openings No exp.
necessary. Free rm. A bd. These Jobs go fasti
Employment Alaska 1-206-323 2672
CRUISE SHIPS NOW MRINO-Earn up to
$2.000wmonrh * world travel (Hawaii. Max
.co. the Caribbean, ate.). Summer and Career
employment available. No experience necessary. For more Information call
1-206-634-0468 out. C5544
Dental Hygenisl. 3 days/week m Fmdlay. Reply to Dr. Warren 1616 G Chapel Drive. Findlay. 45640or call (419) 422 8972
EARNUPTOI10/HOUR
Motivated students needed tor PT marketing
positions at your school Flexible hrs. Call TODAY! I 800 950 1039 t <t 3065
GREEKS! CLUBSI
STUOENT GROUPSI
Raks* as Much as You
Wsnt In OneW.ski
$100. .$600 ..$1500!
Market Applications tor CM Ibenk
VISA, MCI, SEARS, AMOCO..ic.
Call tor your FREE T-SHIRT and to
qualify lor FREE TRIP to MTV
SPRING BREAK'M.
Call 1 -eoo-932-052s. eat 86

FOR SALE
1964 Midway mobile home.
Stove/refrigerator, newly carpeted.
*2700 Call 354-8710.
1983YamahaOT50K small motorcycle
Low miles Excellent condition (350
Call 352-3873
kiekjht 386*1-26 Computer
Color monitor A primer. 4 megabyte RAM,
80 MB HDD. 5 25 and 35 FDD.
Great buy & $i .900 o.b.o.
Call Martha ©354 3409
MEN FLY DIRT CHEAP! Delia on* way any
time. Toledo to Cind. Atlanta or Tampa. Karl S.
@352 1520 (loom 213) leave message
Mountain Bike. Specialized Rock Combo
Excellent Condition. Asking S230 or Best Otler
Please call 353-8124 anytime
Trek Pro Series 531 I2sp**dbik*
JOsc rear wheel
Tacx roller trainer
Shimano 600 components
Index shifting, Lock pedals/shoes
Will sell separately or package
Call 354-0718

Women's 10-speed bike. I*e new. J75
Call 352-1651

Grill Cooks needed- Full or part time
For more information call Linda or Bev
at Doc'e In Tontogany 823 4081

FOR RENT

Help Wanted
10-40 hours/wk., flexible
schedule. Openings Ihroughout Ohio.
tSOOVstamng pay. 866-1726

2 bedroom apartments available immedielely
Furnished or unfurmahed. Call 352 9302
3 bdrm close to campus
Available immedielely.

High volume Cardinal Family Restaurant has
lull-time positions available for hn* cooks and
waitresses. Excellent opportunity tor secure
position and income Apply in person any day.
1-75 at SR 18, exit 167. Nonh Baltimore. OH
Live m home companion. Responsible tomato
to SSSISI with care A management of female
adolescent. Must be available evenings. Car
needed Room A board provided A wage. CaH
422-8616 (Kim).
Maintenance
Properly Management Company sacking fullbme expenenced maintenance parson. Must
have own tools, transportation HVAC experience helpful Sand r*eum* to:
Buckeye Management Company
760 Northlawn l>
Columbus. OH 43214
Arm: Pat Rawllns
E.O.E.

353-0520
For Ran
D-plex. adjacent to campus
352-0000
Now renting 2 A 3 Bedroom apartments Rent
starts at $399 $455 Central A/C. carpeted:
appliances included. Applicants must be Income qualified First months rent free to all
qualified applicants. Handicap accessible
units. For more information, please call Barb
Bowling Green E stales
352 5887
On* bedroom apartment
8221/2 N. Main
Contact Newrlove Rentals
328 S. Mam (our only office)

Waitresses needed. Part-nme/full-nme
Flexible hours. Great pay.
419-531-0079 or 419-531 0269

PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Are you looking for part time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, sic?
Rate ol pay is U 25 per hour. Apply in person
between the hours Ol 9:00am and 500pm
(Mon-Fnj at: Advanced Specialty Products.
lne.428ClouahSl BG.OH 43402.

352-5620
Subkiaser needed ASAP 2 bedroom. 1 1/2
baths. Cambridge Commons. 724 S. College
#7 $40S/mo includes utrl except electric. Contact 352 6553
Two bedroom apartments
709 Fifth Street
722 Fourth Street
Contact Newiovr* Rentals
328 S. Mein (our only office)
352 5620

HELPWANTED
OFFICE CLEANING
evenmo* 10-12 hours per week
Call 352-5822

CINEMARK THEATRES
„,.,r,.,

WOODLAND

CINEMA

354 7262

"MN.M-91

1068 NORTH MAIN

jam.

Monday thru Friday BHOM Man at
appnnirrtaMy 4 pm. Saturday and Sunday:
Ful Schadut* wW aa/ty thorn IMad

>

DID YOU KNOW ?

MHI

<*
>

Th«Fuglllve-PG-13
Htvnaon Fold. Tommy La* Jonaa
11S 440. 7 10.9:50

The Program - R
Jamas Conn, Mai* Berry
120.4 36.7:15,9.55-

26 ROOM HOTEL!

Warlock 2 - R
Asian Sends
I OS. 320. 525. 736. 10O0

UNIVERSITY UNION

UNIVERSITY UNION

The Good Son - R
Maokauaw Cue*. El<xi Wood
100,3:15. 520. 725.840 '

>.Coming Soon: A Broni Tale. Demolition
" ton. The Beverly HUbBIM

UNIVERSITY UNION

• NOPASSrS
NOPflSSfS SUPfKSAUfRS
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PERRYSBURG AQUARIUM
420 Louisiana Ave.

(419) 874-6504

•.GIL nil la

Striking Distance - R
Biuc wee. Swali Jessica Parker
1:10.325. 530, 730, »4S -

THAT THE UNIVERSITY UNION HAS A

Each room features remote control color television, private bath and individual
heating/ air conditioning units. Call 372 - 2741 for reservations.
Rooms are $35 for single occupancy, $40 for double occupancy (per night)

OVER 140 TANKS FULL OF FISH!
OVER 30 SALTWATER AQUARIUMS!
Gallon Tank
$6.99
10
Discount
$16.00
20
Gallon Tank
prices on
Gallon Tank
$22.00
29
ALL
Gallon Tank
$39.99
40
accessories
$44.99
50
Gallon Tank

Wed. Night
Rusty Cage Alternative Music
Thurs. Night
College I.IK Night
- no cover with valid l.D.
FREE SECURE PARKING
DOWNTOWN/ TOLEDO
209 N. SUPERIOR STREET
SUPERIOR AT JEFFERSON
PHONE: 243-5911

Wednesday, October 6, 1993
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The $84,000,000 man Big Hurt could play
The Associated Press

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - In the
biggest deal in NBA history,
Larry Johnson signed a contract with the Charlotte Hornets on Tuesday that is believed to be worth $84 million
over 12 years.

first base in playoffs

"He's the leader of this team
and he will always be the
leader of this team," Hornets
owner George Shinn said. "And
he will bring an NBA championship to Charlotte."
Patrick Ewlng of the New
York Knicks currently has the
NBA's highest annual average
salary $9.4 million salary over
the next two years, the result
of a contract extension for
1995-96 and 1996-97.
The Philadelphia 76ers gave
Shawn Bradley of Brigham
Young an eight-year contract
worth $44.2 million, the largest
package at the time.
The Hornets would not confirm terms of Johnson's contract. One of Johnson's agents,
Steve Endicott, could not be
reached for comment.

New York, NY ~ Charlotte Hornets' Larry Johnson knocks
over new York Knicks Patrick Ewlng during NBA playoff action
In this May 12,1993 photo. Johnson signed a multlyear contract
with the Hornets on Tuesday and team officials say it Is the
biggest deal In NBA history.

The Hornets last season
made the playoffs in their fifth
year, upsetting the Boston Celtics in the opening series.
Johnson and rookie center
Alonzo Mourning led the advance to the second round,
where the Hornets lost to the
New York Knicks.

guards use. It's not designed to
take a knife, but it would take the
blow of a 2-by-4 or a pipe and
disperse the contact"
Manager Gene Lamont has two
choices - play Dan Pasqua at
first and use Thomas as his designated hitter, or risk Thomas
hurting the arm in the field and
use either Jackson, l-for-21

The Associated Press

against Toronto this season, or
George Bell, in an 0-for-26 slump,
as the DH.
"I haven't had any fielding in
over a week, and my reflexes
might be a little off," said Thomas, who had two RBIs and two
hits Sunday when he returned to
the lineup for the first time in a
week.

CHICAGO - What's a few sleepless and restless nights when
you're getting ready for the AL
playoffs? For Frank Thomas,
whose left arm was so swollen a
week ago he couldn't see his elbow, it was no sacrifice at all.
Now the Big Hurt's big hurt is
APPfcete
better, thanks to long hours of
treatment and three nights in a
sling that kept him awake, but
dramatically reduced the swelling. Now he's ready to swing the
bat for the Chicago White Sox in
last night's playoff opener
against Toronto.
"There have been a lot of
lengthy hours in rehabilitation,
some hot treatment, some cold
treatment, some light weights
and a lot of elevation," said Thomas, who has elevated the Sox to
their first division title in 10
years with 41 homers and 128
RBIs.
"There's not much you can do
for an injury like that. The swelling has to come out by itself. The
arm is not a concern," he said
Monday.
He admitted, however, that it
was still stiff.
White Sox trainer Herm
Schneider devised a sleeve with
an air cushion to shield the arm.
It's made of the same material as
the pad that protects Bo Jackson's artificial hip.
Chicago, IL - Chicago White Sox trainer Herm Schneider works on
"I had some body armor left White Sox first baseman Frank Thomas' sore elbow Tuesday, at Coover from Bo," Schneider said. minsky Park In Chicago, prior to Game 1 of the American League
"It's the same stuff that prison playoffs with the Toronto Blue Jays.
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Classifieds
The BC News
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CKI-CKI-CKI-CKI

CAMPUS EVENTS
" WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS "
Moetmr; lomocrow tomorrow tomorrow at 730
in 106 BA Corns find out what YOUR RIGHTS
are in an interview. Plus, socialize at Chi Chi's
altetwardall
— EAG —
Come lo a meeting ol the
Environmantal Action Group
Wednesdays. S«0.1003 BAA
Be a pan of tha MUMM
•BGUncwnWyYMCAOd you know that with your
B0 University YMCA membership
you can uaa any
Graatar Toledo YMCA facility?
To find out more about
our organization atop by the
Union Foyer Oct. 4-8.
•BOCTMTake it/Make it Workshop
Oct. 6: 7 00 9 30 pm 1407133 LSC
Mambara Fraet Non-mambara $3 00
Valuable Id... a Acllvltlea
A.I.A.S.
Americ.n Inalltuta ot Architecture Studenta
Tha next meeting will ba Wedneaday, Octobar 6 at 9 p.m. In room 127A Technology.
B0 PRO-BO PRO'BO PRO
PUBLIC RELATIONS ORGANIZATION
COME HEAR JULIE WELNIAK
DISCUSS CRISIS PR
WED. OCT. 6100 BA 7:30
BGSU German Club
Mealing Tonight. Oct. 8.8:30 pm
101 Shaml Halt
LAGALAGALAGA
Meeting tor lesbian, gay and bisexual mambara ol the community. Every Thursday al UCFon the comer ol Thurttjn and Ridge
NOTICEII ELEMENTARY ED. METHODS
MEETaNGI All students who applied lor Spring,
-84 El. Ed. Methods (EDO 350.351.352.353.
355. 358) are expected to attend the meeting,
Tuesday, Oct. 12, 4:00 pm, 115 Education
BuJdmg.BETHEREII

Be sure to get your
complimentary
Nacho Chips and
Special Tex-Mex
Salsa this week at
Towers West!
.99 Margarita
Specials
(non-alcoholic)

REACH-OUT
We're a campus organization that seeks to
help tha underprivileged ol Wood County.
Come check us out. Wednesday, Oct. 8 1010
BASpm.

Meeting tonight

at 9 00
In the Union
Everyone is welcome.
Circle K International

LOST & FOUND

INTERESTED IN ATHLETIC TRAINING?
II so. check out the
Student Athletic Trainers Alliance
Wednesday, Oct 8 9 00 pm
Room 257 Memorial Hall
ALL MAJORS WELCOME - FREE PIZZAI

FOUND: Watch between Towers Inn A MAC
caletena. Call to identify. Brian 2-3352

P.A.R.T.V.
Promoting Awareness and
Responsibility Towards Yoursei!
Meeting tonight at 9 00
2nd Door Student Services
?s, 2-2130

SERVICES OFFERED
PREGNANT?
We can help. FREE a CONFDENTIAL pregnancy teats, eupport A information. BG Pregnancy Center Cal 354-HOPE

PUBLICITY OFFICERS . Having trouble advertising your events on campus?? Come lo
our "Creative Ways lo Publicize Events On
Campus" workshop scheduled for Wednesday
evening October 13. from 7:00-8:30 pm
Gardner Maclean. Associate Director of Public
Relations win be the guest presenter For reservations. please contact the Student Activities
Office al 372-2843
SNAP-SHOTS
Today 11.00-2 00 8 430-8:30
Club Burger or BIT with trios.
bowl of soup and 24 oz. pop: S3 99
Chicken Nuggets, tries A 24 oz. pop: $3.90
BLT, meat 24 oz pop $2 99
Club Burgers bowl of soup: S2 99
In Commons, Harshman. Kreischer
and McDonald Dining Halls
U.A.A.
University Alumni Association
General Meeting
Wed.Oct.6ih
III BA at 8.30 pm
For more info caul 2-6640
Bring a friend A find out moral
Frealoodll

Royal Cleaning Servlcea for your home.
Thorough, reliable, experienced I insured
Free estimates. 353-2008.

* Gamma Phi Beta *
Congratulations lo Stacy Stechler tor being
elected Vice President ol NMPC and to Trlcls
Hazlatt and Amy Robinson for their cabinet
positions on NMPC. Way to got

'"UHleUsss"*
Today la the day tor you lo see
justwho your Big will bel
PI Pin Belittle Hung lonighti
Love. Big??
Alpha Phi • Amy Peritaon • Alpha PN
BigrLifflo Hunt is almost herel
Can! warll
Alpha Phi' Alpha PM' Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi - Wendy Ludwtg - Alpha Phi
Dogs are big. Cats are small. My surprise.
Wendy, is the best surprise ol all
Love. Big?

urn

CongralsUttlmala Friebee Team First Place in the Sorority Division I
Greatiobl
•HSA'HSA'HSA'HSA'
Congratulations to the new Honors Student
Association Freshman Representatives
Christine Eckstein. KaneByrd,
Brooke Hitchcock, and Susan Hutter.
Alpha Pin • Jan Wallace' Alpha Phi
UlJen.
I'm so glad Dial you are my in. Wa are going lo
be the best BigAil pair I See ya Thursdayl
Love. Big??

THE CHINA
353-1231

FEATURING:
• 1 Hour Film Processing •
• Cameras • Film • Lenses •
• Batteries •

TWCHINA
(Bens, lenrkal
Wn.li.l m
a—Had Or—

352-8230

European Rock
Poster Sale
r

$3, $2, $1 off
Film Developing
0*e«eniia<tf.»i>imendo>KleM :
{C4lft«eae). CM dell ex *••>»•.*>
oflon 14 eta, * »1 *» Itesp- THt,
COUPON KMT ACCOes>ANT OBOBI.
lMe eeissen net »•*« «rl» any esSer
otssr. One roti per coupon.

Valid On All In Lab 1 Hr.
Processing
BGN expires 107 13/ 93

§

Decorate Your Room With
the Latest Designs in
Rock Posters

More than just a 1 hr.
PHOTO STORE
PHOTO STORE

VOTED
WOOD COUNTY'S
FAVORITE
CHINESE FOOD
• FREE DELIVERY
• DRIVE-THRU
UK CHINA
(Fa* Sense.)
SVZSMkH...
Bi ■■!&—i

= BLUE RIBBON PHOTO =

WE ARE
:|Bowling Green's Only Full-Line|

* Poster Sale Poster Sale Poster Sale Poster Sale Poster Sale Poster Sale -o

.*w*
°«,
^

rnrnmrz
WEST
°- Poster Sale Poster Sale Poster Sale Poster Sale Poster Sale Poster Sale <t>

I Oeteieaeeendeelelertoslerli
I i»nene>eertte«le«evelepedataue
HebOon IH»» nw.
I Ooea en 1W.1M, IS mm end deceM
(C-41 Pieeeeel «e«» e« en » esp,
, Melfon»4e»p,erll»niI.sp.TH»
I COWOMMU»IACCOea?ANYOBOEH.
THe coupon net veld «Ml any Mm
[ otter. One reaper coupon.

Valid On All In Ub 1 Hr.
I Processing
[ BGN aotplraa 107 13/93

■ :--'.■

^$

Don't Forget to Save Everyday w/
Your Student Discount Savings
Card!!
Hours
Monday-Friday 9 AM - 8 PM
Saturday 9 AM - 5 PM
Sunday Noon - 5 PM

157 N. Main

r* A i *.'.«.-r:

rExtraSetofPrlnts"!
I
For$1

We Gladly Accept Checks
and Credit Cards

Wp

October 4-8th, 1993
9:00am-5:30pm
Student Services
Forum

Oct.4-Oct.8

i

Congratulations Taml Oehrtman tor being on
Homecoming court' We're so proud of you >

Word Processing-Resumes, Term Papers.
Thesis, Dissertations on laser printer.
Call 352-8705 (8 lo 8).

PERSONALS

p°

■■■■■■■■■

353-4244
■■■■■■■■■■!
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• P> Beta Phi • ERIN • PI Beta Pfx ■
To My tin. Erin with Golden Hair:
Carnations art wine.
My eyes are Hue.
Which clues are IMS.
And which ones are true?
Tomgra*e the hum,
irt your M guessing chance
When you ••• who I am.
You might wet your pan rs i
Pi PI* love a Mne,
Your Big m
■ Pi Beta Phi • ERIN • Pi Bete Phi •

Are you looking for a unique and creative gift
for your IrOa? I've got the answer In two hours
I can make you a fabric and lace covered
scrapbook. For information call Sherry at
2-5826.
ATTENTION BKJ HAIRY
POSSE MEMBERS
Men on Radio w«l be broadcaeSng
naked
this Thursday from 6-10 am
NAKED RADIO
CONORATULATIONS
SHIRELLE WRIGHT
ON BEING ELECTED
HOMECOMING QUEEN!
WE LOVE YA SWEETIE!
Love,
The Fashion Merchandising Association

• PI PHI • PI PHI •
Christina Gould
Today it me day
10 find your big. HORRAYI
I hop* you'ra exaled.
because I cam weill
I'm so glad you'ra m my family,
so hurry, don'l be latal
Lova. Your &g
•PI PHI'PI PHI-

CS/MIS majora. NCE (Dayton) la seeking
students tor Summer or Spring Inlemshlpe.
Excellent pay end experience. Call 372-2481
or atop by Co-op Omce In 23» Admin.

-PtBETAPHILin la Casey.
A week ol dues. who could I be?
Tonrghlyou learn my true identity
Bui before wa reach the surpnsing and.
You will find a big rial loves you so.
AsweHasatruePiPhifriendl
Lova. Your Big?
-PIBETAPHI-

Faahton Merchandising Association
Meeting Wednesday. October s
8 00 McFall Assembly Room
Everyone Welcome"
FMAFMAFMA

Gamma Phi Beta Announces a
great addition to our Fan Pledge class:
Christy Bunting

" WALT DISNEY WORLD **
ia hiring lor Spring Semester
SUNDAY. OCT. tOlh
6 00 pm. 1007 BAA

Christy Doeringer
Julie Gschwind

MUST ATTEND TO INTERVIEWI
OuesDons? X 2451. Co-op
" WALT DISNEY WORLD **

Mallnda Holmer
Tanya HoiIson
Maureen Tooke

Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
Jean Enneper * * * Jean Enneper
Big L ittle Hunt is finally hart
So come to the house
And give a big cheer!
See you soon! Love your Big ???

Paula VanDyno
HIGH TECH DATING!
MEET NEW FFtENDS USING OUR VOICE
MAR.
LINE. Very inexpensive Very Effective.
Very Confidence! You Are Always In
Contrail Find That Special Person.
Wrist: Campus ConnecSona. PA Box 115
WoodvSle, OH 43468

Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
Angle Farwlg
Wall be the best big/M you'll see.
No pair could be as you and mel
Get exated for big/lil night.
Cause even/thing wil work out all right.
You'll be a great edition to our family.
Just you wait and see!
Love, Your Big?
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
The sisters of Alpha Phi would like to congratulate Jen Derrick. A Phi Alumni Chair, and Lon
Fields. Panhellenic Alumni Chair, for an extremely successful Homecoming. Thank you
both for all your hard work and dedication.
Love m Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi • Shelfy Johnslon • Alpha Phi
O'LilolMine Can it be?
What a Phi-lasoc addition
to our family tree
I am so excited-1 could just sing.
With us as a Big/Lil pair.
We can conquer anything''!
Alpha Phi Love and Mine.
Your Big ??ll
Alpha Phi • Alpha Pis" Alpha Phi

Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
TrIda Forrest
Youll make an awesome addi Don to our family.
I'm so excited that you are my Me.
Love. Your Big ??
Alpha Phi KATHY WILLIAMS Alpha Phi
Do you know?
Can you guess?
All can tell you ia.
You're the best!
I love my little'
Love-Your Big
Are you a psychology, nutrition, dietetics, sociology, medians, or health education major?
The WELLnese program wants you!
Be a student WELLness Consultant and assist
students in identifying and reaching their health
goals. Stop by the WELL for more information
and application at 220 Student Health Services
or call 3728302

II

Conlidential Health Care For Woman

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for persona]
support
16 N. Huron
Toledo. OH 43604
1-800-589-6005

CINEMARK THEATRES
CINEMA

V1 ""■■*"'
Monday rr.ru Friday ihowS Start at
■pproaiiiaeal, 4 pm. Sahrvday and Sunday:
Fun Schedule w» early thorn turn)

>

The Fugitive - PO-13
Harrier* Fore. Tommy Lee Jones
1 15. 4*0. 7:10.850
Striking Dlstanct - R
Bnx» W*». Samh JtJMtoa Par**
1:10. 338. 530, 730.146' _

Th» Program - R
Jam Conn. Hal* Barry
IflO, 435. 7:15.9*6 *

Warlock 2 • R
Jeaan Sands
1 fla. i30. 63«, 736, IMP

f^
r

Th» Oood Son - R
Uaaaauka/ Cve*i. El*ari Weed
iao. i:ta, ago, ra^eies-

Coming Soon: A Bronx Tale. Demolition
Man. The Bevert, monies

- NOPASSfS
NO PASSIS SUPIRSAVfRS

Pi Bata Phi • Erin Johnson • Pi Bata Ph.
Tonight is tha night you'll And out
What baing a hffla is all about.
I knaw fromtha start
You'd ftnd a plaoa In my haan.
Aa your Big 111 ba loving and trua
And I promiaa to show you
tha bonds ol wina 4 Mut.
PI Bata Phi'Pi Bata Phi
Pi Bata PN" Pi Bata Phi
LfKrlstma
Oh my liiDa with rod hair
I know wall maka such a great pair
I knaw from tha start
Thai you'd find a special place In my heart
Tonight's the big night
So tars gat peyched
I lova my Una I
Lova. Big???
PI Phi' PI Phi' PI Phi
Pi Kappa Phi * Pi Kappa Phi
FRANK RIZZO
Hay liven"ips. can you take me
tor a tast dnve. chizel chest?
Speak up fruitcake I
Why don't wa get together
and paint each other?
Wall what's the story,
you s«"y lute freak?
I wrap my rhends m plastic
Go ahead and call me- 555 5785
Hope you had a great weekend!
Love. Rubberneck
Pi Kappa Phi'Pi Kappa Phi
Pi Phi Little Shelley Ratchar Pi Phi
I can! wait until you see
Just who your big could ba.
I gave you dues have you got il right?
Just wait a tew hours.
Youll Hnd out tonIghtl
Love. Your BIG!!
Pi Phi * Anne Bunyard * Pi Phi
Angels and arrows, wina and blue,
A Big. a family and friendships so true.
Await you tonight, so come and saa
Anna, I'm so exa led, your Big is...
MEI
Pi Phi * KIMGERNHARD * Pi Phi
At Big/Lil Hunt you might get "spooked"
When you final ly find out who lam
But dor. t worry causa youll tit right in.
Causa I promise to be the best Big I can.
"Ditto." your Big ?

Interested in gaining practical experience and
course credit by helping others?
The WELL can give you the opportunity
Become s WELLness Coneultant and assist
students xi identifying and reaching their
WELLness goals. PICK up appsoaiiona and
more at the WELL, 220 Student Health Saxwesa or can 372-8302

PI PHI' LITTLE TRACY ' PI PHI
I love my Li We
She's awesome • Its true
Wall ba tha best B>g/UI team
ol the wina and silver blue'
Pi Phi Lova, Yoi* Big?

INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFICIALS
NEEDED: Apply in 130 Field House by October 6 MUST ATTEND MANDATORY MEET■M S - 6 pm Oq 6. Musi have experience.

PI Phi' Ul Mandy' PI Phi
I'm sura you think you know me
But I'm positi ve you don't
Go ahead and take a real good guessBut guess. I'm sue you won't <

INTRAMURAL ENTRES DUE: COED 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL - OCT. 12: MEN'S
BOWLING - 10713: COED DOUBLES RACOUETBALL - 10V14: MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY - 10/20. ENTRES DUE
BY 4:00 PM IN 130 FELD HOUSE ON DUE
DATE
Janice
Come to the house toright
then youll be in the aght.
We're going to have a blast
Thai's gang to last 8 last"
Know that I love you
So come lor that last due
We are sisters forever
One this Pi Phi endeavor.
PI Phi Love, Your Big

Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
Lir Stephanie Frant,
You re the best L il any Big could ask for.
Welcome to He family l!
Love, Big???
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi

ICENTER FOR CHOICE
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Ken, Don, Dave, John, Jay and Jeff.
Thanks for a great weekend. You guys really
know how to treat a lady. Hope to do it again
soon.
Love. Holly
Lambda Chi -Sweetheart- Gamma Phi
Congratulations to Tiffany Law lor being chosen Sweetheart of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity.
Lova. the sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
Lll Cheryl,
Tonights the night that you will see
What great Inends well come to be.
So be at the house at 930.
And Big 8 Lime we will soon be.
PI Phi Love.
Your Big

Friends are friends foreverAnd ft lends well always be.
today's tha day. tha guessing will and
And your "Big" you soon will see HI
Tha hunt is almost overll
Pi Phi Lova YourBig??ll
PI PHI * Michelle * PI PHI
To my littte Michele. the hunt has begun
and is loaded with fun, I can't watt*
this day comas to an and 'cause you'll
find not only a Big but also a friend I
PI PHI'Michelle-PI PHI
Pi Phi' Pi Phi ■ Pi Ph.
TomyhlKale
Tha hunt has begun,
Tonight will be exaQng and
loaded with fun I
I can't wait til tha day
comas to an and.
Because youll find not only a big.
But also a friend.
Love, Your Big???
Pi Phi * Pi Phi *Pt Phi
Pi Phi' Pi Beta Phi * Pi Phi
Liti la Shannon Slmonaon
Do you like green eggs and ham?
Do you know

O Phi A * B«(a-O Phi A
Congraiuiations to Patty Evan on bang »alacted as B«ta SwwthMrt Yougogiril
Lova, Tarn & Oar
Baia ■ O Phi A■ Baia
OOKODKODXOOKODK
Attention Al Omtcron Dalta Kappa nvtrntoajnt:
Thara will ba a maating on
Wadnaaday.Octobar*
at 9 00 in 1000 BA.
ODK ODK ODK OOK OOK
Pi Bats Phi" LMlla Karan' Pi Bata Phi
I'm psychad you'ra my littJa,
You top all tha raat.
Gat psychad for ma hunt.
Bacausa Pi Phi la tha batti
PI PN Lova. Your Big?
Pi Bata Phi'"Pi Bata Phi
Ul Shannon Stralchtr
TortQht>**ntght
Youwilaa*
Who your crazy big wil ba
Onalaatdua,
Myayatarablua
Havayouftguradiiout?
Baoar think again I
tM you around lanl
Lova. Your Big
PI Phi - Lll Rachal " PI Phi
Tna and of tha hunt » finally hara
Soon II will alba vary daar
coma to tha housa and you will saa
Exactly who your big will ba I
PI Phi "LU Rachal*'PI PM

Pi Phi' Pi Phi' Pi Phi * Pi Phi
Hey Little Ram.
Do you know who I am?
Tonight is tha night.
You'll see if you're right!
Maybe you're right, maybe you're wrong...
Youll find out as the night moves along!
Lova Big???
Pi Phi'PI Phi'PI Phi'PI PN
Pi Phi' Sheila Speckman • Pi Phi
What a pair well ba lonaghi.
Everyone will say we're outta sightl
I can't wait for you to see
Who your big is gonna bel
Gat exated for Big/Lil Hunt!
PI Phi Love and Mine.
? Your Big?
Pi Phi" Pi Phi' Pi Phi
Pi Phi " Lll Pam-PI Phi
Hare's to my httte Pammy
You'H soon be a part
ol our awesome family1
Camattons are wine and silver blue
Who could have asked
tor a little as sweat as you? I
Leva, Big?
PI Phi "Lll Pam" Pi PN
Pi Phi "Came" PI PN
Tonight's .he night youl meet your big.
With arms lul of gifts youljustdig.
Youll scream through the house,
Una I appear, the Best BigrUtoam
OnthissKJeoftheMissiSiipl?!
I love my Pi Phi Little. Big ???
PiPW"OwtnJohnalon'*Pl"PN
B:15WIII soon arrive.
You'll be here end so wil I.
You trunk you know who I may be.
Ml be a surprise you w* aaa.
The dues are not any help at all,
But whan you knock on a door t call.
What in shock youl be.
Pi Phi's best Big/Lil* patr
E very one win seel
Your Big loves you I I'm wamngl

Chlidcare needed In our Home.
M.T.W 3 pm -12 am. Gypsy Lane Estates.

354 7036 or 352 0640

Waitresses needed. Panbrne/tul-eme.
Flexible hours. Great pay.
419 531 0079 or 419-531-0260.

Coal checker 6- topm.
Apply in person: 178E Wooslsr

353-3030
MMAfilMHrnm
Tonight ia the night you'll find out
What being a Ha is all about
I hope you'ra excited A anxious ID see
Who your Big wil turn out lo be
So hurry up and don't be late
Tonight we have a datel
I love my Lil'l
Lova. Your Big?
Pi PN Lil Kathy Ktosterman Pi Phi
Soon you will know the Big surprise
When you open the door A sea my blue eyes.
Then you will know your family ol four.
Your big, twin & one more b-ahiod the door.
What a great family w ail will be
The hunt's almost here you won will seel
Pi Phi-Love. Big ??-Pt Phi

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HRINO-Eam up to
$2.000./monrh . world travel [Hawaii. Mex
ico. tie Caribbean, etc.). Summer and Career
employment available. No experience neoee
•ary. For more Information call
1 -208-634-0466 em C5544
Dental Hypenut 3 days/week in Findujy. Reply D Dr. Warren 1616 G Chapel Dnve. Find
lay, 4W0 or cail'419) 422-8972.
EARN SSOO or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Lining Shoppers. Dept. Ul.
P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs.
LA 70727.-

PI PHI UL JEN LAURIE PI PHI
TNs day will pass and soon you'd see,
Thai you've become part of a HUGE family.
It la hlkW with twins galore.
Fun. friendship, lova and lots more.
I cant wail until we come lace to face.
Because in my heart, you hold
a vary special place
Love. Big ?

FRATSI SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!
Ralseaalluchea You
Want In One Weak!
$100 1600 JI5O0I
Market Applications lor the
hottest credit card ever •
NEW GM MASTERCARD.
Users earn BIG DISCOUNTS on
OM CARSI Oualify tor FREE TIIHIHT*'94 GMC JIMMY.
Call 1 •800-950-1039.8x1 75

RMA'RfvVTRMA'RMA
MeeDngTomghlat8:00
10IBA
Guest Speaker from
Maumee Bay Resort
RMA'RMA'RMA'RMA

Gril Cooks needed -Ful or part rime
For more information call Linda or Be v
at Doc's in Tontogany 823-4081.

RUSH GROUP 10 REUNION
OCT. 7 AT 6 PM- CAMPUS POLLE YE YES
RUSH GROUP 10 REUNION

3.O.L0. PRESENTS
"FAITH IN THE FUTURE PROVIDES
POWER FOR THE PRESENT"
A Leadership Conference
Oct. 9 * 10 a m-5 pm" Hoi lay Lodge
Register by Sept. 24-$10
Final Registration Oct. 6-$12
More Info at 405 Student Servlcea

S.O.L.0. would like to congratulate Glen Olson
for September Student Leader of the month.
Nominated by the Infraternity Council. CON*
QRATUUTIONS.
Sigma Chi' Delta Gamma
The brothers ol Sigma Chi would bke to congratulate Michael Palm on Ns lavaliering to
Aimee Lily of Delta Gamma.
Sigma Chi * Delta Gamma
SPRING BREAK 7 Nights from $299
Includes: Air. Hotel, Transfers.
Pa/ties and Morel
NASSAU' PARADISE ISLAND' CANCUN'
JAMAICA "SAN JUAN
Organize a amal group - Earn FREE trip
plus commissions I
1-800-GET-SUN-1
The University of Akron Graduate Programs in
Business wilt have a recruiter in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom. University Union from 2:30 to
6pm, Oct. 12. We offer MBA, MS Management
and M. Tax Option. Hope to see you iherel
Thursday, Oct 7, in the Bowl N' Greenery.
Campus Expressions starts at 8 pm with JUNTOS • Hispanic Graduate Student Aseoc.
sponsoring Rudolph J. Chavez, Sr., speaking
on "Alcohol m the Hispanic Community." The
fun continues at 9 pm when ECAP (Ethnic
Cultural Arts Program sponsors ECAPOons •
A "cultural expression free for all talent night."
Remember Campus Expressions starts al 8
pm Oct. 7. Hope to see you all there!!!
TrioaTonights the night when you will see.
just how special you are to me.
I have just one tast due for you,
Thai is. I have a tanoo
Guess Who?

Help Wanted: 10-40 hounvwk.. flexible
schedule. Openings throughout Ohio.
$9 00/sianlno pay. S8e-1726.
High volume Cardinal Family Restaurant has
full-time positions available for line cooks and
waitresses. Excellent opportunity for secure
position end income. Apply In person any day.
I- 75 al SR 18, exit 187, North Baltimore, OH.
Live-in home companion. Responsible female
to assist with care & management ol female
adolescent. Must be available evenings. Car
needed Room 8 board provided 8 wage. Call
422-8818 (Kim).

FOR SALE

1874 Saab Sonett. J3000 or best offer. 86.000
original miles. Excellent condition. Can after
7pm 1-841-6018
Excellent college car. 1990 Ford Festive. Good
condition. Sunroof. AMrFM cassette, rear delrosl $2.950. Todd 352-0711.
Getbn'coldlNeedande?
•83 E scon Best offer
832-9281.
MOTHERBOARD- 386-SX 16 wr 5 meg RAM
8 math co-processor $325 obo. Call Scon at
353-5501.
Mountain Bike. Specialized Rock Combo
E <ceiieni Condition. Asking $230 or Best Offer.
Please call 353-8124 anytime.
RESTORED MUSCLE CAR
1(72 Oldsmoblle Cullass
Gold and Hack. Runs great New body, interior
and paint 350 Rocket, Holly 650, and more.
$5900080. Must sslll (218) 883-3384.
Trek Pro Series 531 12 speed bike
J Disc rear wheel
Tacx roller trainer
Shimano 600 components
Index shifting. Lock pedals/shoes
Will sell separately or package
Call 354-0716
Women's lOspeed bike, like new. $75
Call 352-1651

FOR RENT

2 bedroom apartments available immediately
Furnished or unfurnished Call 352-9302.

Maintenance
Property Management Company seeking fulltime experienced maintenance person. Must

3 bdrm. close lo campus.
Available immediately

have own tools, transportation. HVAC experience helpful Send resume to:
Buckeye Management Company
760 Northlawn Dr.
Columbus. OH 43214
Ann: Pat Rawlins
E.O.E.
OFFICE CLEANING
evenings. 10-12hoursperweek
Call 352 5822
PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Are you looking for part-lime employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc?
Rate of pay ia *45S per hour. Apply in parson
between the hours ol 900am and 500pm
(Mon-Fn) al: Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc. 428 Ctough St. BG.OH 43402.

353-0520.
For Reffl
Duplex, adjacent to campus
352-0000.

Now renting 2 8 3 Bedroom apartments Rent
starts at $399>$455 Central ArC; carpeted,
appliances included. Applicants must be Income qualified First months rent free io al
qualified applicants. Handicap accessible
units. For more information, please call Barb
Bowling Green Estates
352-5987
One bedroom apartment
8221/2 N. Main
Contact Nevrlove Rentals
328 S Main (our only office)
352-5620

Pan-time telephone interviewers. No sales,
some days, mostly evenings 8 weekends.
674-0541, Perrysburg.
SPUING BREAK'94
Campus Reps Needed

SuUeaser needed ASAP 2 bedroom. 1 1/2
baths. Cambridge Commons. 724 S. College
17. tMOSrmo includes util except electric. Contact 352-8553.

"CANCUN*
'BAHAMAS*
" SOUTH PADRE ISLAND *
* PANAMA CITY BEACH *
• DAYTON A BEACH ■
•KEY WEST*

Two bedroom apartments
70$ Filth Street
732 Fourth SI reel
Contact Newlova Renials
328 S. Main (our only office)

Travel Free and Earn Commissions

352-5820

BREAKAWAY TOURS INC
160021. 8687

UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
MEETING!
Oct. 6,9pm. Alumni Center

Who I am?
Think again,
youll never guess I
One last clue
I play chess
(I'm not joking)
Love, Big?

Maria
This is a note from your big
So don't think it's a stg,
We're going to have fun
When this day ia done,
Maria, you're the best
And I am truly blessed!
Pi Phi Love. Your Big

PI PN • Little Heather P. - P. Phi
Hey LitHe Heather
Do you know who I am?
Coma to the house tonight
at 9:30 to meat your familyi
PI Phi-PI Phi-PI PN

WANTED

1 female roommate for Spring TM.
Own room, very close to campus, low rent.
Call 352-2736.
Attention Ladies...Female dancers
needed lor October 8 8 9 Call

688-2508.
NEEDED: BASSIST AND SINGER
MALE or FEMALE lor
ALTERNATIVE BAND
Leave Message 352-6527
Sublease needed immediately for 2 bedroom
apartment. Completely furnished, close to
campus Call Kathy at 352-4984.
Travel Free! Sell quality vacations tor the most
reliable Spring Break Company) Cancun, Jamaica, S. Padre Island. Florida. Best commissions/service. Call Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710.

Colorado Ski
Trip
Jan 1-9,1994

Organizational Meeting
Thursday, Oct. 7th 8:00
The Taft room in the Union

Running on
Empty?
Short on time?
Check out the new

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

specials priced at
$2.99 & $3.99

20 Years later and
you still have
those Cheeks!
Love,
Jeff

Vicki liebrecht

HELP WANTED
$$ CRUISE « TRAVEL JOBS. EARN
$2S00/MO 8 TRAVEL THE WORLD FREEI
(CARIBBEAN. EUROPE. HAIWAII, ASIA!)
CRUISE LINES NOW HIRING FOR BUSY
HOLIDAY. SPRING & SLIMMER SEASONS.
GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENT! CALL (919)
929-3139.
$700/**. cannery workers: $4000Vmo. deckhands. Alaska Ashing industry now hiring tor
next summer
11.000 openmga. No exp.
necessary. Free rm. I bd. These jobs go tesll
Employment Alaska. 1-206-323-2672.
Ann: Business Related Sludenta. TASP- Iniernasonal la now hiring Nghly moovaled students
ID ItH menagement positions in your home
■own. next summer. Earn $7,ooo-$l.ooo while
bunding your resume, gaining crucial experience, and gaining an internship. Positions are
open across Ohio, particularly In Sytvenia.
Maumee, Menefleld, Lima, Flndlay, and Ihe
Cleveland suburbs Positions are filed on a
Aral come, Aral qualified basis. For more mlormation.call 1-800-543-3792.

AVAILABLE AT
COMrvVONS HARSMMAN
MCDCNALD KREISCHER
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Women's tennis takes
second in BGSU Invite
by Pat Murphy
sports writer
Eastern Michigan won four
out of seven singles tournaments to finish first in the
BGSU Invitational over the
weekend.
The BG
women won
the other
three singles
tournaments
to finish second, followed
by Toledo
and Akron.
Christina
Bowbeer
Ghidirmic
paced EMU with her outstanding play at No. 1 singles. Ghidirmic began her run by
defeating Erin Bowbeer of BG
6-3,6-4, on Saturday.
Ghidirmic displayed a wellrounded game in handing
Bowbeer her first loss of the
season. On Sunday Ghidirmic
beat Berenice Lugo of Toledo,
6-3,6-4. Lugo, like many of the
onlookers, was mystified by

the shotmaking ability of Ghidirmic. Whether It was a topspin lob or a finesse drop shot,
Ghidirmic executed tremendously.
Bowbeer bounced back on
Sunday to defeat Janet Slaynasky of Akron, 6-4,6-1.
Patty Bank advanced to the
finals at No. 2 singles with a
win over Colleen Hollowell of
Akron, 6-2, 64. In the final.
Bank played Lynn Tilden of
EMU, in what proved to be the
most exciting match of the day.
Tilden won the first set 6-4, but
Bank came back and won the
second set in a tiebreaker. In
the third, Tilden proved to be
too much, winning 6-1.
The first Falcon victory
came at No. 4 singles where
Cindy Mikolajewski remained
unbeaten en route to the title.
Saturday, Mikolajewski beat
Amy Frazier of Toledo 6-3,6-4.
Mikolajewski's dominate play
continued on Sunday, when she
trounced Melissa Espinosa of
EMU, 6-3,6-0.
Julie Weisblatt and Sandy
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Geringer of BG won at No. 6
and No. 7 singles. Weisblatt
won in a tough match over
Jennifer Beigh of EMU, 7-6,
4-6, 6-1 on Saturday. Due to a
lack of players, Weisblatt
played teammate Jenny
Schwartz In the final winning,
6-3,6-2.
Geringer defeated Paulena
Khan of EMU 6-2,3-6,6-4.
BG was very resilient in singles play. Both Kassle Hembree and Karen Miens lost
their first match but rebounded to win their second. Hembree beat Angela Catalogna of
Toledo, 6-1, 6-4, and Micus
blanked Stacy Prince of EMU.
"Our performance in singles
was excellent," coach Penny
Dean said. "Even the matches
we lost, 90 percent went three
sets."
Dean was not as positive
about the doubles teams.
"We have not put much time
into doubles and it shows."
Dean had reason to worry
because only one of the four
doubles teams won Saturday.
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119 East Coun Siren
4I9/.W090I

Win $20 gift certificate
Name:.
Address:.
Phone:.

LS M
\Sk

l*.l/»
Mark
DeChant

nflaiu;
Pliant.

law week: 10-7
overall: 41-27

Russ
Eckard

InlwMkll-S
overall: 41-27

UMWMk:11-6
ova'sII 40-28

Mike
Kazimore
lastwee«:12-5
man): 44-24

Andy
Dugan
last «W 12-5
man): 36-32

Scott
Boettger
last week's
winner:
14-3

MAC :

Howe heaved by Houston
The Associated Press
HOUSTON - Art Howe, his introspective approach unsuited
for a new owner, was fired Tuesday as manager of the Houston
Astros.
In the biggest front-office
shakeup in the Astros' 32 years,
team owner Drayton McLane
also dismissed general manager
Bill Wood and replaced him with
Bob Watson, who became the
second black general manager In
baseball.

"In my years as a business executive, I've always focused on
the leadership," McLane said.
"And I think that's what Bob
brings to the organization.
"He's highly qualified. He has
two World Series rings that I see
every time that I see him. That
represents success and that's
what we're looking for."
Wood and Howe were the overseers of former owner John
McMullen's austerity move that
lowered the payroll and traded
high-salaried players. McLane
purchased the club from John

The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
invite you to an Open rush party
at the AOn house on Thursday,
October 7 at 9 P.M.

McMullen last November.
"He said he had to make a
change and bring in some new
people, that he felt It was best for
the organization," Howe said. "I
can understand that. You buy a
club and you want to bring in
your own people.
"He was fair. Yesterday, we
had a long meeting and he called
me in today and said he wanted to
go another way."
Said Wood: "I think I just
wasn't the right guy from a personality and style standpoint. My
background and the way I approach things were not what he
was looking for.
"He's a real go-getter, a dynamic person. I'm more
measured in the way I do things.
Maybe I go a little slower."
Wood said that style was developed because of hasty decisions that turned out wrong
under previous administrations. J

Sandwich, Salad,
& Soup Line
Monday through
Friday for lunch &
dinner for a quick
meal!
AVAILABLE AT
COMMONS HARSMMAN
MCDONALD KREISCHER

BG

BG

BG

BG

West. Mich

Cent Mich.

West. Mich.

West Mich

WeslMich

Toledo <a> Ball Slate

Ball State

Ball State

Ball State

Toledo

Ball State

Toledo

Kent <§> Eastern Mich.

Eastern Mich

Eastern Mich.

Eastern Mich

Eastern Mich.

Miami @ Akron

Miami

Akron

Akron

Miami

BG

Eastern Mich.

Eastern Mich
Akron

Akron

NFL:
Miami @ Cleveland

Miami

Miami

Cleveland

Cleveland

Miami

Cleveland

Cincinnati @ Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Chicago <s> Philadelphia

Chicago

Chicago

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Dallas @ Indianapolis

Dallas

Dallas

Dallas

Dallas

Dallas

Dallas

NY Giants

Washington

Washington

Washington

NY. Giants

NY Giants@Washington Washington
Tampa Bay @ Minnesota

Minnesota

Minnesota

Minnesota

Minnesota

Minnesota

Minnesota

San Diego @ Pittsburg

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

San Diego

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

New England @ Phoenix

New England Phoenix

Phoenix

Phoenix

Phoenix

Phoenix

NY Jets @ LA. Raiders

LA. Raiders

LA. Raiders

LA Raiders

NY. Jets

L.A. Raiders

N.Y. Jets

Denver @ Green Bay

Denver

Denver

Green Bay

Denver

Green Bay

Denver

Buffalo

Buffalo

Houston

HonfltY OvLll,
Houston @ Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

To win, circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn In the contest form to the BG News. 210 West Hall.
The entry wltfi the most correct picks win win a $20 gilt certificate tor The Greek Mart Prizes will vary from week
to week. In case ol lies, a winner will be drawn by a member of the BG News.The previous week's winner will
have his or her picture appear in the guest column along with their winning score each Wednesday. All entries
must be submitted by 5 p.m. on Friday.

Try

We would love to meet you

BG

Cent. Men @> West. Mien. West Mich

Bowing Green @ Ohio

This week's winner Is Scott BoeHger, of 248Founders. Seott correctly picked 14outof 17games.
The only games he picked incorrectly were his Ball State-CMU, EMU-Miami. and Akron-Army picks.Mark
DeChant, Mike Kazimore, and the underdog king Andy Dugan were tops among the BG News fearless
forecasterswtth a 12-5 mark. Mike Kazimore (44-24) holds a slight overall lead ove r Aaron Dorksen (41 -27)and
DeChant (also 41-27). Unfortunatley, Dorksen was stuck with the trash can this week for his ill picks. That should
leach him to laugh at Duges when he's down on his luck! Look who's laughing nowlHAIHAI Anyway .back to our
winner this week. Sunday must have been Scott's lucky day, tor his picks were perfect for every NFL game,
earning him the "guts award" lor the week with Ns Tampa Bay over Detroit pick. Way to go, Scott!

Ever Get A Pal
Smashed?

* envs • envs • envs • envs • envs • envs • envs

n

H

WFOB AM 1430
^resent

oe Tar

ILSAT.GMAT
GRE-MCAT
Great Tc.si Prop (\

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

LNite
Ribs & St

7-9jj»m

we score more

I

800/347-PREP

Question & Answer Session
Cavs Trivia Questions
Giveaways
Food & Drink Specials
w

To register or for more info, call:

Nilamei»i.i.U,i>.»^i.,»»Ba»»^T.^W^ed»h^.»T». »!»■■..». ..

!
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• PI Beta Phi • ERIN • PI Beta Pfl"
To My Unl» Erin wnh Golden Ha.:
Carnations are wtni.
My eyes are blue.
Wr.chctuesarei.es.
And v/ri^n ones are true?
Tonight's the hunt.
It's your last guessing chance
When you see who I am.
You might wet your pants'
Pi Phc Love t Mnt,
Your Big 7??
' Pi Beta Phi • ERIN' Pi Bon PN'

Are you looking lor a unique and creative gift
tor your IrBa? I've got Hie answer, m two hours
I can make you a fabric and lace covered
scrapbook. For information call Sherry at
25828.
ATTENTION BIO HAIR V
POSSE MEMBERS
Men on Radio win be broadcaatng
naked
this Thursday from 6-10 am
NAKED RADIO
CONGRATULATIONS
SHIRELLE WRIGHT
ON BEING ELECTED
HOMECOMING QUEEN'
WE LOVE YA SWEETIE I
Love,
The Fashion Merchandising Association

•PIPWPIPHI'
Christine Gould
Today is the day
a) And your big. HORRAYI
I hope you'ra axel lad,
because Icanl waitl
I'm to glad you'ra in my farruy,
so hurry, don't be latel
Love Your Big
• PI PHI • PI PHI •

CS/MIS majors. NCE (Dayton) la aaaklng
students for Summer or Spring Internship*
E>c.ll.nl pey and experience. Call 372-2451
oratopbyCo-opOttte»ln2MAd«nln.

"PIBETAPM"
LlllleCiaay.
A week of dues, who could I be?
Tonight you learn my true identity.
Bui be lore we reach the surprising and.
You will find a Dig fiat loves you so.
As we» at a true Pi Phi friendl
Love, Your Big ?
" PI BETA PHI -

Fashion Merchandising Association
Meeting Wednesday, Oclober 6
8:00 McFaii Assembly Room
EveryoneWelcom.il
FMAFMAFMA

Gamma Phi Beta Announces a
great addition lo our Fall Pledge class:

Pi Beta Phi' Erin .Johnson * Pi Bata Phi
Tonight la tha night youl find out
What ba.no a hid* n all about.
I knaw from tha start
You'd find a piaoa in my heart
Aa your Big Ml ba loving and trua
And I promiaa to show you
the bonds olw,na*D-ua
Pi Batt Phi'Pi Bata Phi
Pi Beta Phi * Pi Bata Phi
I sT Knsim»
Oh my litle with red hair
I know we'll make such a graal pair
I knaw from me s tart
Thai you'd find a special place in my hear t
Tonight's tta bg night
So Ltfa gat psyched
I love my little I
Low. Big???
P, Phi' Pt PN' PI Phi
PI Kappa PN • Pi Kappa Phi
FRANK RIZZO
Hay liverhps. can you take ma
tor a Mat dnve. chiza. chaat?
Speak up fruitcake I
Why don't wa gat togather
and paint each other?
Well what's the story.
you ally little freak?
I wrap my friends in plastic
Go ahead and call me 555 5785
Hope you had a great weekend!
Love. Rubber nock
Pi Kappa PN * Pi Kappa PN

PI Phi • Little Heather P. • PI Phi
Hey Little Heather
Do you know who I am?
Come to the house tomght
ai 930 to meet your tarn ly I
PI Phi-PI Phi-PI Phi

Christy Doeringer
Julie Gschwind

MUST ATTEND TO aVJERVIEWI
Questions? X-2451, Co-op
"WALT DISNEY WORLD "

Malinda Hoimer
Tanya Rolf son
Maureen Took.

Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi
Jean Enneper'' * Jean Enneper
Big•LirBa Hum is finally here
So come to the house
And give a big cheer I
See you soon i Love your Big ???

Paula VanOyne
HIGH TECH DATINGI
MEET NEW FRIENDS USING OUR VOICE
MAIL
LINE. Very Inexpensive Very Effective
Very Confidential. You Are Always In
Contrail Find Thai Special Person.
Write: Campus Connections. Pfl Boms
Woodville. OH 43468

Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
Angle Farwig
Wall be the best big/lil you'll see.
No par could be as you and mel
Gel excited tor big/lil night.
Causa every thing will work out all right.
You'I be a great edition to our family.
Just you wail and seel
Lov*. Your Big?
Alpha Phi - Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
The sisters of Alpha Phi would like to congratulate Jen Detnck. A-Phi Alumni Chair, and Lon
Fields. Panhellenic Alumni Chair, for an ex
iremely successful Homecoming. Thank you
Dom for all your hard work and dedication
Love m Alpha Phi.
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi • Shely Johnston ■ Alpha Phi
OlHofMne.Canitba?
What a Phi-tasiic addition
to our family tree.
I am so excited-l could just ting.
With ua as a Big/Lil pair.
We can conquer anytiinglll
Alpha Phi Love and Mine.
Your Big ??ll
Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi

Interested in gaining practical experience and
course credit by helping others?
The WELL can give you the opportunityBecome e WELLness Consultant and assist
students in identifying and reaching ther
WELLness goals. Pick up appbcaDona and
more al tha WELL. 220 Student Health Services or can 372-8302.
INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFICIALS
NEEDED: Apply in 130 Field House by Oclober 6. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY MEETING 5 - 6 pm Oct 6 Musi have experience
INTRAMURAL ENTRES DUE: COED 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL - OCT. 12: MEN'S
BOWLING - 10/13: COED DOUBLES RACOUETBALL • 10/14: MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY - 10/20. ENTRES OUE
BY 4:00 PM IN 130 FIELD HOUSE ON DUE
DATE
Janice
Come lo ihe house tomght
than you ii be in tha light.
We're going lo have a blast
That's going lo but A lastll
Know thai I love you
So come lor that last due
We are sisters forever
One this Pi Phi endeavor.
Pi Phi Love. Your Big

Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi
Lir Stephanie Franz,
You re rhe best lil any Big could ask lor
Welcome lo tie family"
Love. Big???
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi • Aloha Phi
TrIda Forrest
You'll make an awesome addition to our family.
I'm so eiciied thai you are my little.
Love, Your Big ??
Alpha Phi KATHY WILLIAMS Alpha Phi
Do you know?
Can you guess?
All I can ton you is.
You're the best1
I love my little1
I ovu Your Big
Are you a psychology, nutrition, flielei.es. sociology, medicine, or health education major7
The WELLnese program warns you!
Be a student WELLness Consultant and assist
students m identifying and reaching their health
goals. Slop by the WELL tor more information
and appl«ation al 220 Student Health Services
or call 372-8302

CENTER FOR CHOICE

II

Confidential Health Care For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N.Huron
loludo, OH 43604
1-800-589-6005

CINEMARK THEATRES
„.,, .,.

r
CINEMA

■Mum

WMOUM
aui

wrfflt

Uonday thni Fridey shows Mart at
SSSWasssaaaS) 4 am. sauraay and Sunday:
M Schedule »» early shows Msd
Th« Fugrtlvs - PO-13
Harmon Ford. Tome*/ Lee Jones
HIS. 440, 7:10. eSO
Sir iking Distance - R
Bniee Waw. Sersh Jeealca Passes
1:10. 3:28.530. 730.W8"

y

Th« Program - R
James Conn. Hsvl. Berry
130,438. 7:18. M8 "

Warlock 2 • R
Jutan Santa
106.320. 828, 738.1000

Tha Good Son - R
Uacfcaula. CUSUB. El»sh Wood
HOB, 1:18.830.738. tttV
' Coming Soon: A Bronx Tale. CamoWon
Man. The Beverly HHDBSM

• NOPASSfS
NO PASSES SUPJRSflVFBS

Ken, Don. Dave. John, Jay and Jofl.
Thanks tor a great weekend You guys really
know how to treat a lady. Hope lo do il again
soon.
Love, Holly
Lambda Chi - Sweetheart • Gamma Phi
Congratulaiions lo TlHany Law for being chosen Sweetheart ol Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity.
Love, the sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
LU Cheryl,
Tonights ihe night that you will see
What great fnends well coma to be.
So be at the house al 0:30,
And Big & Links we will soon be.
PI Phi Love.
Your Big

Pi PN Little Shelley Fletcher Pi PN
I cant wait until you aaa
Just who your big could ba.
I gave you dues have you got it right?
Just wait a faw hours.
You 11 And OUI ton rg ht I
Love. Your BIG!!
Pi PN * Anne Bi/nya/d * Pi Phi
Angels and arrows, wine and blue.
A Big. a famiy and friendships so trua.
Await you ton irjht. so coma and aaa
Anna, I'm so excited, your Big It...
ME I
Pi Phi' KIMGERNHARD * Pi Phi
At Big/lil Hunt you might get "spooked"
Whan you finally find out who I am.
But dont worry causa you'll fit right in.
Cause I promiaa c be the bast Big I can.
"Ditto." your Big ?
PI PHI" LITTLE TRACY • PI PHI
I love my Li n»
She's awesome • Its trua
Wall ba the bast BioAii team
ol ine wina and silver blue'
Pi PN Love. Your Big ?
PIPhPUIMandy-PIPhl
I'm aura you think you know ma
Bui I'm positive you don't.
Go ahead and take a real good guess
But guess. I'm sure you won't I
F nends are friends foreverAnd friends wall always ba.
today's (ha day. tha gusssing wil and
And your "Big" you soon will seel"
Tha hunt ia almost over n
PtPNLov»Your Big 7711
PI PHI "Michelle* PI PHI
To my little Michelle, tha hunt has begun
and is loaded with fun. I can't wait M
this day comas to an and 'cause you'll
find not only a Big but also a friendl
PI PHI'Michelle* PI PHI
Pi PN • Pi Phi' Pi Phi
TomylilKala
Tha hunt has begun,
Tonight will ba exciting and
loaded with fun!
I can't wail til the day
comes to an end,
Because you'll find not only a big.
Bui a'so a friend
Love. Your ftg???
Pi PN • Pi PN * PI PN
Pi Phi" Pi Beta Phi" R PN
Little Shannon Slmonaon
Do you like green eggs and ham?
Do you know

Pi Phi Lil Kathy Ktosterman Pi Phi
Soon you wil know the Big surprise
When you open the door A aee my blue eyes
Then you will know your family of tour.
Your big. twin ft one more behind the door.
What a great family we al wil be
The hunt's almost here you soon win seel
PIPN-Love,Big??-PtPN
PI PHI LIL -JEN LAURIE PI PHI
TNs day will paaa and soon youl see,
That you've become part of a HUGE family.
Ii Is Nled with twins galore.
Fun. friendship, love and lots more.
I cant wait until we come face to face.
Because in my heart, you hold
a very special place.
Love. Big ?

Maria
This is a now Irom your big
So don't think it's a sig.
We're going ID have fun
When this day is dona.
Maria, you're the best
And I am truly blessed i
Pi Phi Love. Your Big
OPhiA'Beta'OPhIA
Congratulations 10 Patty Event on being selected as Beta Sweetheart You go giril
Lov».Tam»Der
Beta' O Phi A • Beta
OOKODKOOKOOKOOK
Attention Al Omicron Delia Kappa members:
There will be e meeting on
Wednesday, Oclober I
al 9.00 In 1000 BA.
OOKODKOOKOOKOOK
Pi Beta Phi • Little Karen- Pi Beta Phi
I'm psyched you'ra my little,
You top all the rest
Gal psyched tor ins hunt.
Because Pi PN is the bsatl
PI PN Lov*. Your Big?
PiBetaPh.""PiBetaPh.
Ul Shannon Slrelcher
Tonights Ihe night
Youwiltsee
Who your crazy big will be.
Onelasldue.
My eyes are blue
Have you figured it out?
Better think again I
See you around ten I
Low. Your Big

RMA * RMA ' RMA' RMA
Meeting Tonight at 8:00
101 BA
Guest Speaker from
Maumee Bay Resort
RMA "RMA "RMA "RMA
RUSH GROUP 10 REUNION
OCT. 7 AT 6 PM- CAMPUS POLLE YE YES
RUSH GROUP 10 REUNION

S.O.LD. PRESENTS
"FAITH IN THE FUTURE PROVIDES
POWER FOR THE PRESENT"
A Leadership Conference
Oct. 9*10 anvS pm ■ Hoi ley Lodge
Heglster by Sept. 24 - $10
Final Registration Oct. ft • 112
Mora Info al 405 Student Servlcaa

S.O.LD. would late lt> congratulate Glen Olson
tor September Student Leader of the month.
Nominated by the tnfralernity Counol. CONGRATULATIONS.
Sigma Chi * Delta Gamma
The brothers of Sigma CN would hke to con
gratulale Michael Palm on Ns lavaliering to
Aimoe Lily of Delta Gamma.
Sigma Chi * Delta Gamma
SPRING BREAK 7 Nights from $290
Includes: Air. Hotel. Transfers,
Parties and Morel
NASSAU' PARADISE ISLAND 'CANCUN *
JAMAICA'SAN JUAN
Organize a small group • Earn FREE trip
plus commissions!
1-800-GET-SUN-1
The University of Akron Graduate Programs m
Business wil have a recruiter in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom. University Union from 2:30 to
6pm, Oct 12. We offer MBA. MS Management
and M. Tax Option. Hope to see you there1
Thursday. Oct 7. in the Bowl N' Greenery.
Campus Expressions starts at 6 pm with .JUNTOS • Hispanic Graduate Student Aaaoc.
sponsoring Rudolph J. Chavez. Sr.. speaking
on "Alcohol m the Hispanic Community." The
fun continues at 9 pm when ECAP (Ethnic
Cultural Arts Program sponsors ECAPoons •
A "cultural expression free tor all talent night."
Remember Campus Expressions starts at 8
pm Oct. 7. Hope lo see you all there!!!
TrictaTonights the night when you wil see.
jusi how special you are lo me.
I have just one last due tor you,
Thai is. I have a tattoo
Guess Who ?

Pi Phi * Pi Phi' Pi Phi' Pi PN
Hey Little Ram,
Do you know who I am?
Tonight is the night.
Youl see if you're right!
Maybe you're right, maybe you're wrong...
Youll find out aa the night moves along!
Love Big???
PiPhi'PiPN'PiPN'PiPN
Pi Phi' Sheila Speckman * Pi Phi
What a pair well be tonight;
Everyone will say we're outta sight!
I can't wait for you to see
Who your Ng is gonna be!
Gel excited tor 8.g/til Hunt I
PI PN Love and Mine.
?YourBkj?
Pi PN ' Pi PN * Pi Phi
PI Phi "Lil Pan. "W Phi
Here's to my ink* P ammy
You 'ii soon be a part
ol our awesome family I
Camationa are wine and elver blue
Who could have asked
tor a little aa sweet as youTI
Love, Big?
PIPMMUPani'"PIPM
Pi PN " Carrie " PI PN
Tonight's the night you*l meet your big.
With arms ful ol gifts you'll just dig.
Youll scream through the house.
Until I appear, the Best Big/LI team
On this side of the Mtosissipl?)
I love my PI PN Urte, Big ???
PIPhl"GviwnJohnston'-PIPN
9:15 will soon arrive,
You'll be here and eowM L
You think you know who I may be.
till be a surprise you wM see
The dues are not any help at al.
But when you knock on a door ft call.
What in shock youl be,
Pi PN's best Big/Li I' pair
Everyone wd seel
Your Big loves youl I'm weiongl

Coat checker 8-10 pm.
Apply in person: 176 E. Wooeser

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HirUNCVEaro up to
$2.000wmonth * world travel (Hawaii. Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.). Summer and Career
employment available. No experience necessary. For more Information call
1 -2u»634-0468 ext CSS44
Dental Hygenist. 3 daysAveek in Finduiy. Reply D Dr. Warren 1816 G Chapel Drive, Rndiay. 45640 or call (419) 422-8972.
E A RN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers. Dept Ui,
P.O. Box 1779. Denham Springs.
LA 70727.FRATSf SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as Much aa You
Want In One Week!
•100...$600...$1500I
Market Applications tor the
hottest credit card ever •
NEWOM MASTERCARD.
Users earn BIO DISCOUNTS on
GM CARS! Qualify tor FREE TSHIRTft'MGMCJtMMY.
Call 1 -800-950-1039. ext. 75.
Grill Cooks needed • Ful or part Ime
For more information call Linda or Be v
at Doc's in Tomogany 823-4081.
Help Wanted: 10-40 hoursAvk.. flexMe
schedule. Openings throughout Ohio.
t9.00/starting pay 866-1726.
High volume Cardinal Family Restaurant has
full-time positions available tor line cooks and
waitresses. Excellent opportunity tor secure
position and income. Apply in person any day.
I-75 at SR 1B. exit 167, North Baltimore. OH.
Live-in home companion. Responsible female
to assist with care A management of female
adolescent. Must be available evenings. Car
needed. Room ft board provided ft wage. Call
422-6616 (Kim).

FOR SALE

1974 Saab Sonett. $3000 or best offer. 66.000
original miles. Excellent condition. Call after
7pm. 1-641-6018.
Excellent college car. 1990 Ford Festive. Good
condition. Sunroof. AlvVFM cassette, roar defrost. $2,950. Todd 352-0711.
Gettm'coldlNeedande?
'83 E scort Best offer.
832-9261.
MOTHERBOARD- 386-SX 16 w/ 5 meg RAM
ft math co-processor. .$325 obo. Call Scott at
353-5501.
Mountain Bike. Specialized Rock Combo
ExceNent Condition Asking $230 or Best Offer.
Please call 353-6124 anytime.
RESTORED MUSCLE CAR
1972 Oldsmoblle Cutlass
Gold and black. Runs great. New body, -ntenor
and paint 350 Rocket. Holly 650, and more.
$5900 OBO. Must sell! (216) 663-3364.
Trek Pro Series 531 12 speed bike
J Disc rear wheel
Tacx roller trainer
Shimano 600 components
Index shifting, Lock pedals/shoes
Wil sell separately or package
Call 354-0716
Women's 10-speed bike, like new, $75
Call 352-1651

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apartments available immediately.
Furnished or unfurnished. Call 352-9302.

Maintenance
Properly Management Company seeking lulltime expenenced maintenance person. Must
have own tools, transportation. HVAC experience helpful. Send resume to:
Buckeye Management Company
760 Northl awn Or,
Columbus. OH 43214
Ann: Pat Rawims
E.O.E.
OFFICE CLEANING
evenings. 10 12 hours per week
Call 352-5822
PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Are you looking for part-time employment ol 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc?
Rate of pay is $4.25 per hour. Apply in person
between the hours of 9:00am and 500pm
(Mon-Fn) at: Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc. 428 Ctough St. BG, OH 43402.

3 bdrm. dose to campus
Available Immediately.
353-0520
For Rent
Duplex, adjacent to campus.
352-0000.

Now renting 2 ft 3 Bedroom apartments. Rent
starts at $399-$455. Central A/C. carpeted;
appliances included. Applicants must be income qualified. First months rent free to al
qualified applicants. Handicap accessible
units. For more information, please call Barb
Bowling Green Estates
352-5967
One bedroom apartment
5221/2 N. Main
Contact Nevrlove Rentals
328 S. Main (our only office)

Part-time telephone interviewers. No sales
some days, mostly evenings A weekends.
874-9541. Perry sou rg.

352-5620

SPRING BREAK'94

Subteaasr needed ASAP. 2 bedroom, t 1/2
baths. Cambndge Commons. 724 S College
#7. $405/mo induces util except ekscthc. Contact 352-6553.

Campus Reps Needed
•CANCUN'
•BAHAMAS*
• SOUTH PADRE ISLAND'
"PANAMA CITY BEACH"
•DAYTONA BEACH*
•KEY WEST*
Travel Free and Earn Commissions

Two bedroom apartments
709 Firth Street
722 Fourth Street
Contact Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main (our only office)

352-5620

BREAKAWAY TOURS INC
1-800-214-8687

UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
MEETINGI
Oct. 6,9pm, Alumni Center

Who I am?
Think again.
youll never guess!
One last clue
I play chess
(I'm noi joking)
Love. Big 7

354-7036 or 352-0840.

Waitresses needed. Pavt-umarlul-ome.
Flexible hours. Great pay.
419-531-0079 or 419-S31-0260.

353-3030
PI PHI April B.lwr PI PHI
Tonight Is the night youl find out
What being a little is all about
I hope you're exdted ft anxkxia to aee
Who your Big wil turn out to be
So hum/ up and dont be late
Tonight we have a date!
I love my LiN
Love, Your Big ?

Christy Bunting
" WALT DISNEY WORLD "
is hiring lor Spring Semester
SUNDAY. OCT. 10th
0.00 pm. 1007 BAA

CNldcare needed in our home.
MT.WSpm- 12am. Gypay Lane Estates.

WANTED
1 female roommate lor Spring "94.
Own room, very close to campus, low rent.

Call 352 2736
Attention Ladies Female dancers
needed lor October S 19. Call

686-2506.
NEEDED'BASSIST AND SINGER
MALE or FEMALE lor
ALTERNATIVE BAND
Leave Message 352-8527
Sublease needed immediately for 2 bedroom
apartment. Completely furnished, close lo
campus. Call Karny al 352-4964
Travel Free) Sell quality vacations lor the most
reliable Spring Break Company! Cancun. Jamaica. S. Padre Island. Florida. Best commissions/service. Call Sun Splash Tours
1-800 428-7710.

Colorado Ski
Trip
Jan 1-9, 1994

Organizational Meeting
Thursday, Oct. 7th 8:00
The Taft room in the Union

Running on
Empty?
Short on time?
Check out the new

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

specials priced at
$2.99 & $3.99

20 Years later and
you still have
those Cheeks!
Love,
Jeff

Vicki liebrecht

HELP WANTED
M CRUISE & TRAVEL JOBS. EARN
t25O0rMO 8 TRAVEL THE WORLD FREEI
(CARIBBEAN. EUROPE, HAWAII. ASIAI)
CRUISE LUES NOW HIRING FOR BUSY
HOLOAV. SPRING 8 SUMMER SEASONS
GUARANTEED EMPLOVMENTI CALL (919)
929-3139
»700A»*. cannery workers; $4000mTo. deckhands. Alaska fishing Industry now hiring tor
neat summer. 11.000 openings No axp.
necessary. Free rm. A bd. Theee jobs go fasti
EmptoymenlAlaeka. 1-208-323-2872.

AVAILABLE AT
CCMONS MARSMMAN
MCDONALD KREISO-ER

